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UNAVCO Overview

This is an exciting time for UNAVCO, an international organization of 83 universities and
other research institutions, representing scientists doing geoscience with the Global Positioning
System (GPS). A number of long-term research efforts have reached sufficient maturity that
major scientific results are appearing in publication. These results will help shape research and
thinking about some fundamental geological processes in years to come.

Much of this research was supported in varying ways by the UNAVCO Facility in Boulder,
Colorado, operated by UCAR, the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research. The Facil-
ity provides support to GPS data acquisition, management, and archiving efforts for NSF- and
NASA-funded principal investigators. Support is provided at various levels, depending on the
project’s needs. This can include GPS equipment, field engineering, technology develop
training, technology transfer, data management and archiving. In many cases, the Facili
vides assistance to universities which now have their own GPS receivers, acquired via a
equipment grant organized under UNAVCO auspices. The projects supported include GPS
paigns, where sites are occupied for short periods, regional networks of continuously rec
GPS receivers, and permanent GPS stations forming portions of the International GPS 
(IGS) global network. In addition, through the Facility, UNAVCO supports scientific intercha
among investigators doing GPS-related science, both from UNAVCO and from other institu
via an annual community meeting, a number of scientific working groups, and other forums

A full listing of projects supported by the Facility is given in the report. To summarize s
highlights:

• GPS data is giving a clear picture of present day plate motions, for comparison with g
plate motion models which average over the past few million years. In general, the resu
similar, consistent with the idea that although motion at plate boundaries can be episod
viscous asthenosphere damps out the transient motions, causing steady motion betwe
interiors. There appear, however, to be some intriguing discrepancies. In some cases, 
the Caribbean Plate, the GPS data give a picture quite different from the plate motion 
which was suspected to be uncertain due to limitations in the 3-Myr data.

• GPS surveys are providing a detailed look at the spatial distribution of deformation w
plate boundary zones, because the plate motion models predict only the integrated de
tion across the boundary between idealized rigid plates. GPS data show the full varia
the motion across the Andes, from the interior of the oceanic Nazca plate to the interior 
ble South American continent, illustrating the process of continental mountain building. 
lar results have been derived for the complex interactions across the southern E
boundary by programs in the Himalaya, Tibet, Tien Shan, Caucasus, and Eastern Med
nean collision zones, in the Indonesian arc, and in New Zealand. Motions within the co
North America-Pacific boundary zone are being defined by programs in Alaska, Califo
the Pacific Northwest, and the Basin and Range. Continental rifting is being studied acro
East Africa Rift. These data are being used to define the kinematics of the boundary 
and (in conjunction with other geological and geophysical data) will provide the constr
for a new generation of studies of the mechanics of the boundary processes. For the fir
our ability to understand continental deformation is no longer limited by the lack of ade
kinematic data.
1
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• The rigidity of major plates, a key premise of plate tectonic theory untestable a decade 
now being quantified with GPS data. The stable interiors of plates appear surprisingly rig
better than a few mm/yr. Deviations from plate rigidity, in areas of intraplate seismicity 
as the Wabash Valley and New Madrid seismic zones, are being investigated. The resu
be surprising. For example, GPS data in the New Madrid zone show very small deform
suggesting that the recurrence time for large earthquakes may be much longer than pre
assumed, and implying that the seismic hazard at New Madrid may be considerably le
often assumed, whereas strain may be accumulating on other preexisting weak features
the continental interior. Such studies of intraplate seismic zones should shed light in
stresses within continental interiors and how they cause deformation and earthquakes.

• GPS data are providing important information about earthquake mechanics. Data from
regions show that significant afterslip, not detectable seismologically, is a common phe
non. These observations offer insight into the effects of the coseismic stress changes, a
vide constraints on the rheology of the lithosphere and asthenosphere. Such data are o
importance given the emerging view that stress transfer between faults may be very imp
and contribute to earthquake triggering. GPS data also permit comparison of geodetic
mologic, and geologic estimates of deformation rates within active regions. Initial data
around the world suggest that these rates can be quite different, and should lead
improved understanding of the partitioning between seismic and aseismic deformation.

• GPS is proving a powerful tool for volcano monitoring. It provides a rapid and remote (h
safe) way of measuring surface deformation associated with volcanic processes. GP
surements are underway at sites including Montserrat (West Indies), Long Valley, Ha
Popocatepetl (near Mexico City), Arenal (Costa Rica), Taal (near Manilla, Philippines)
Misti (near Arequipa, Peru). These efforts should benefit from a low-cost single frequ
GPS array being developed at the UNAVCO Facility, which is planned for deployment in
ifornia, Mexico, and the Philippines. Detailed geodetic data should significantly improve
understanding of volcanic processes and ultimately aid in eruption forecasting. These
are more than purely academic, as illustrated by the fact that an eruption of Popocatepe
impact up to 20 million people within 70 km of the volcano.

• GPS data, though taken at Earth’s surface, can give important insight into deep Earth d
ics. For example, GPS data from the Yellowstone area are being integrated with seismo
data to provide important new insight into the interaction between the mantle plume an
tinental lithosphere. GPS measurements of motions from postglacial rebound are begin
provide important information about mantle rheology.

• GPS data are increasingly being used in tectonic and geological studies with smaller 
scales than plate boundary zone studies. For example, UNAVCO is supporting program
ing at block motions in island arcs, coastal motion due to sea level changes, fault-relat
races and processes in peat bogs.

• GPS is being used extensively in polar and glaciological studies in Antarctica, Alaska
Greenland. For example, GPS data are being used to determine the pattern and rate
sheet thickening, to assess the mass balance of ice sheets, to measure ice stream mot
to measure ice-surface roughness.

• Following the dictum that “one scientist’s noise is another’s signal”, GPS is becoming a
erful tool in the atmospheric sciences. Because atmospheric moisture limits GPS accur
2
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geodesy, considerable effort has been invested in trying to measure this moisture. Hence GPS
receivers provide a powerful method to directly measure atmospheric moisture, a major factor
in weather forecasting, and ionospheric electron density. UNAVCO is working with the GPS
Science and Technology (GST) Program of UCAR to explore this area of overlapping interest.

• UNAVCO is working actively to promote advances in GPS technology, data analysis
archiving, via work at the UNAVCO Facility and elsewhere. A variety of approaches
being used to provide training and documentation for investigators and their overseas c
rators. Data processing software is being improved, and different processing software
ages are being compared to understand the cause of discrepancies. Hardware efforts
assessment of the effects of GPS antennas and other system features on the accurac
measurements, and development of the low-cost single frequency GPS array for volcan
itoring, earthquake engineering, and atmospheric studies. UNAVCO is also assistin
development of seafloor GPS, a system which combines seafloor acoustic transponder
board GPS, and a nearby on-land reference GPS system. Finally, UNAVCO is archivin
data, to ensure its availability for long term research, and developing “seamless” arc
between a number of archiving centers to ensure that GPS data can be located by inves
without consideration of where the data physically reside.

The UNAVCO Facility has been evolving in response to the growth and diversificatio
GPS science carried out by UNAVCO members and others. Hence we have changed from
marily NSF-funded equipment and campaign-intensive organization to a multi-agency-sup
facility for GPS technology development and infrastructure support. We continue to take a 
role in supporting GPS field programs, and now play a growing role in supporting the NASA
Global Network (GGN) and the IGS. The large infusion of GPS equipment into the unive
community from the UNAVCO-coordinated NSF Academic Research Infrastructure (ARI) a
allows the Facility to place increased emphasis on technology development and data archi

To support NSF (and NASA) investigators in FY98, the UNAVCO Facility has continue
provide GPS equipment from a community pool, made a large equipment purchase on be
the community, supported major GPS campaigns around the world, installed and main
existing GPS permanent stations, enhanced data communications tools and technology,
new users in precise applications of GPS, promoted technology transfer to investigators an
collaborators, archived campaign and continuous data, led the collaborative development
seamless archive, conducted the annual community meeting, and supported the UNAVCO 
nization process. Increasingly these activities are being accomplished in a broader contex
NASA sharing in setting project and programmatic priorities and the Facility taking the le
promoting inter-agency economies and efficiencies. For example, joint NSF- and NASA-fu
projects were supported in the western US, the Philippines, Central Asia, Costa Rica, the E
Mediterranean, the Pacific Northwest, China, and South America. The development of the
less archive spearheaded with NSF support includes participation of major NASA-funded g
such as the Crustal Dynamics Data Information Service (CDDIS). The single frequency
technology funded by NASA will benefit many future NSF-supported projects. In collabora
with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the Facility is supporting the NASA GGN and IG
maintaining and expanding the international network of GPS stations that benefit resea
regardless of their funding source.

Some highlights of these Facility activities include:
3
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• achieving significant cost savings to the community based on an enhanced GPS equ
repair capability and a volume purchase of GPS receivers

• achieving synergy and cost savings between NSF and NASA-funded projects by joint
ning and implementation of support

• joint implementation of combined GPS and seismic stations with the IRIS Global Se
Network

• implementation of differential GPS capability to support both research and logistics ap
tions in Antarctica

• acceleration of technology development to improve data flow from permanent GPS sta
including a UNIX-based interface to Ashtech receivers

• expansion of the use and capability of the UNAVCO Translate, Edit, and Quality C
(TEQC) software

• designing, developing and undertaking initial implementation of the seamless archive, jo
GPS archive centers

• accelerated placement of campaign and permanent station GPS data into the UNAVC
line archive

• accelerated technology development to support hands-off archiving of continuous GP
from regional arrays

• implementation of an interactive JAVA map interface to the archive as well as a prot
time/ space interface available to all seamless archive centers

• enhancing the value of the UNAVCO web site as a medium for exchange of technical 
mation and primary interface to the UNAVCO community

• supporting planning and logistics for an annual community meeting discussing GPS-
research and potential applications of these data

• supporting the UNAVCO reorganization involving the newly created working groups and
entific Director position

The enclosed report provides a summary of the activities and accomplishments of UN
for FY98 in fulfillment of the requirement to submit an Annual Progress Report and Budget 
National Science Foundation (NSF), Division of Earth Sciences (EAR), Instrumentation
Facilities (I&F) Program as specified in the UNAVCO award letter dated November 4, 199
required of this report, UNAVCO activities on behalf of the NSF in FY98 are described an
budget request for FY99 is outlined. The FY97 report can be found on the UNAVCO web s
http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/community/facility/fy_reports/fy_97/. As the primary role 
UNAVCO is scientific research support, a list of 1997/1998 references contributed by inve
tors that benefited from UNAVCO support is provided as Appendix A. A consolidated respon
the EAR-I&F Panel review of the FY97 UNAVCO report is provided as Appendix B.
4
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1.0 Community Activities

This section of the report provides a summary of UNAVCO community activities for FY98
and plans for FY99. Community activities are defined as those led by and involving the elected
Steering Committee, appointed working groups, consortium members, or UNAVCO-supported
Principal Investigators. Such activities range from meetings to workshops, collaborative projects
and collective proposal writing.

1.1 Community Activities for FY98

In contrast to FY97, this last year was extremely busy with a variety of community-wide
activities. The Steering Committee met five times to plan and implement the UNAVCO reorgani-
zation which was introduced in last year’s report and discussed community-wide at th
UNAVCO business meeting held at the fall 1997 AGU meeting. The rationale for the reorga
tion is to:

1. promote and support high-quality GPS research from the GPS science community

2. identify and obtain support for the infrastructure necessary to conduct high-quality
research

3. facilitate the efficient use of shared community resources

4. better coordinate technical support activities

To accomplish these goals, the community undertook to revamp or create the following
nizational structures: (These organization changes will be codified in rewritten Bylaws as r
mended by the Bylaws Subcommittee.)

1. UNAVCO Steering Committee: The Steering Committee is to be comprised of seve
ing members elected by the UNAVCO member representatives, plus three ex-o
members including the Scientific Director, a representative from NSF, and a represen
from NASA. The Steering Committee will have responsibility for setting policy for 
Consortium, selection and oversight of the Scientific Director, and, in consultation 
the Scientific Director, appointment of the scientific and technical working groups.

2. UNAVCO Scientific Director. The Scientific Director is a leading GPS scientist, wh
responsibilities will include promoting, supporting, and strengthening the quality of 
science emerging from the UNAVCO community. Specifically, the following prim
goals are envisaged for the Scientific Director:

• to promote and focus GPS scientific activities among the UNAVCO community, in c
dination with scientific working groups, and to prioritize the use of UNAVCO resour
to meet those needs

• to coordinate the technical support provided by the UNAVCO Facility and suppo
activities, in order to better meet the technical and infrastructure needs of the comm
(as determined by the scientific and technical working groups) 

• to act as a direct liaison with sponsoring agencies and other government organiz
involved in GPS research
5
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Based on a national search, the Steering Committee interviewed the four leading candi-
dates for the Scientific Director position in July of 1998 and announced Professor Seth
Stein as their choice on August 18th. The announcement to the community follows:

“The Steering Committee of the University NAVSTAR Consortium (UNAVCO) is
extremely pleased to announce the appointment of Professor Seth A. Stein as UNAVCO
Scientific Director, effective September 1, 1998. Professor Stein was selected from a
list of excellent candidates after an extensive national search.

Dr. Stein is past Chairman and current Professor of the Department of Geological Sci-
ences at Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois. He is a past Presidential
Scholar, a Fellow of the American Geophysical Union (AGU), and winner of the 1989
James B. Macelwane Medal presented by the AGU. His research interests include
plate tectonics, space geodesy and seismology. He is author of over 90 scientific arti-
cles and has a textbook entitled Introduction to Seismology, Earthquakes and Earth
Structure in preparation.

Dr. Stein will pursue his duties as Scientific Director on a full time basis while also
continuing his active research interests. His immediate priorities as Scientific Director
will be leading the UNAVCO community in a proposal writing process culminating in
the next multi-year proposal to the National Science Foundation in the summer of
1999, and leading the ongoing UNAVCO reorganization.”

3. Scientific Working Groups. The Scientific Working Groups will serve as a mechanism to
involve a broad range of scientists in focusing and coordinating scientific research based
on GPS technology. They will serve to identify critical scientific research problems, to
promote coordinated scientific research to address those problems, and to identify critical
technical and infrastructure needs related to those research efforts. In the original reorgani-
zation plan the following four, broadly defined working groups were suggested (subse-
quent modifications are shown in parentheses):

• Natural Hazards Working Group: focus on improved measurement and understand
earthquake, volcanic, and landslide hazards (This group became the Volcano H
Working Group discussed at http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/science_tech/volcano
cano.html.)

• Global Change & Dynamics Working Group: address long-term global change is
sea-level change, ice mass dynamics, and earth rotation parameters (This grou
deferred until other key groups were established.)

• Atmospheric Working Group: address issues related to GPS study of the ionosphe
posphere, and short-term climate changes. This group is discussed at 
www.unavco.ucar.edu/science_tech/atmospheric/atmospheric.html.

• Tectonics Working Group: address issues of regional and global plate kinematics, 
nental dynamics, and defining regional velocity fields. This group is discussed at h
www.unavco.ucar.edu/science_tech/tectonics/tectonics.html.

• Technology Working Group: incorporating the efforts of the present technical wor
groups, this group would address technical issues related to data acquisition, arc
and analysis. This group would work with the Scientific Director to ensure that the
6
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entific support needs of the community are being met by the UNAVCO Facility. This
group is discussed at http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/science_tech/technology/technol-
ogy.html.

4. Bylaws Subcommittee. Because the reorganization plan represents a fundamental restruc-
turing of the consortium, there must be a formal proposal to modify the current Bylaws. A
committee composed of members drawn from the UNAVCO community and sponsors has
been appointed by the Steering Committee to undertake a comprehensive review of the
Bylaws and to recommend necessary amendments to properly reflect needed changes.
Members of this Bylaws Subcommittee include:

Jim Davis Chair and Steering Committee (SC) Member
Michael Hamburger SC Member
Robin Bell Former SC Chair
Chuck DeMets UNAVCO Member Representative (University of Wisconsin,

Madison)
John Oldow UNAVCO Member Representative (University of Idaho)
Jack Fellows UCAR Representative
Russ Kelz NSF Representative
Ruth Neilan NASA Representative
Wayne Shiver UNAVCO Facility Representative

The work of the Subcommittee is expected to result in a draft set of revised Bylaws for
discussion by the community at the 1998 Annual Business Meeting held in association
with the fall AGU Meeting.

5. Partnership with UCAR. UCAR, a consortium of 63 North American universities that
awards Ph.D.’s in atmospheric and related sciences, has been the host organizatio
UNAVCO Facility since 1991. UNAVCO and UCAR intend to continue this partners
and to develop programs and initiatives that benefit the broader, interdisciplinary ap
tions of GPS technology. The existing UNAVCO-UCAR Memorandum of Understan
has UNAVCO organized as part of UCAR for administrative, management, and g
nance purposes. During the reorganization process, UCAR and UNAVCO will w
together to strengthen the UCAR-UNAVCO partnership by clarifying the UNAVC
UCAR governance and reporting structure, and if necessary, modifying the existing M
In the interim, the UCAR Director of GPS Science and Technology will work closely w
the UNAVCO Scientific Director to explore ways to bring more synergism in the us
the UNAVCO Facility between the solid Earth and atmospheric sciences commun
The UNAVCO Facility Manager will continue to oversee the operations of the UNAV
Facility. All parties, including the Director of the UCAR Office of Programs will intera
with the Steering Committee in this process as needed.

6. Annual Meeting. UNAVCO convened a very well attended Annual Meeting (Figure 
in Boulder, Colorado in early May. Two science sessions were held, one focused 
contributions of GPS to fundamental understanding of Earth processes and one focu
the potential future contributions of GPS to multi-disciplinary Earth sciences. A tech
ogy session was also held dealing with the advantages and disadvantages of vario
collection methods depending on the research goals of a specific GPS project. Each
7



science and technology working groups also had their inaugural meetings, including pre-
senting their preliminary action plans in plenary session. Details on the annual meeting,
including the agenda, list of attendees, and presentations made in each session can be
found at http://www. unavco.ucar.edu/community/events/meetings/.

1.2 Community Activities for FY99

During FY99, UNAVCO will be developing its 1999-2001 Science and Facilities Plan for
inclusion in the NSF proposal due on 1 June 1999. This process, part of the UNAVCO reorganiza-
tion, will be led by the Scientific Director in coordination with the working groups and Steering
Committee. A proposal workshop will be convened in January 1999 to coordinate the ongoing
efforts of the Director and working groups, and to develop a draft plan that will be discussed at the
community meeting in March, and included in the proposal. NSF will be kept apprised on a regu-
lar basis of progress on the proposal as to science content, approach to meeting community facil-
ity requirements, and the budget.

Another key aspect of our reorganization is the work of the Bylaws Subcommittee, which will
include a decision as to whether UNAVCO should incorporate as an independent legal entity and
the adoption of a new set of Bylaws to regularize and professionalize the activities of the consor-
tium. In these Bylaws, the relationship between the Steering Committee, the Scientific Director
and Facility Manager will be specified. Criteria for membership, and the rights and responsibili-
ties of membership, will be codified. This process will also clarify the collaborative relationship
between UNAVCO and the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, which currently
hosts the UNAVCO Facility.

Figure 1-1. 1998 Annual UNAVCO Community Meeting attendees.
8
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UNAVCO will continue to work in collaboration with others interested in GPS application to
geoscience. A volcano geodesy workshop is being planned jointly with NASA and USGS investi-
gators to explore research and technology applications of GPS to understanding volcano pro-
cesses. We are conducting discussions with the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC)
on areas of mutual interest, including GPS data analysis and interpretation, as well as a range of
technology issues related to installing and operating large GPS arrays. UNAVCO is also working
on joint technological issues with the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS),
and is exploring with IRIS and the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) committee on seismol-
ogy how to best collaborate on issues related to plate boundary and earthquake processes. One
possibility under discussion is that UNAVCO, IRIS, and SCEC may sponsor a joint symposium
on plate boundary earthquakes and processes.

1.3 Community Support Budget

Based on the evolving priorities and needs of the UNAVCO community, significant funding is
now being directed toward community activities. As can be seen from Table 1-1, expenditures in
FY98 on community activities at $209,123 exceed the budget by $78,094, primarily to cover costs
associated with the annual community meeting and new Scientific Director. At the time the FY98
budget was developed, it was uncertain when the Director would assume his/her duties and
whether the position would be full time at UCAR or the Director’s home institution. Once the
position was filled on a full time basis and all the associated costs for the position were known, a
subcontract was issued to Northwestern University for $182,316 for support of Seth Stein as Sci-
entific Director. This subcontract was made possible by consolidating all UNAVCO-wide unspent
funds for FY98 with FY99 funds as shown in Table 1-1 under “Purchased Services”.

The FY99 budget shows a further increase in funding to community activities. T
increases fall into several categories. First, in past budgets the work of Facility staff on be
the community was covered under Facility management and operations. The Steering Com
however, now believes that work performed on behalf of the community should be represen
such, so a percentage of the salaries of the Facility Manager, Facility Administrator, Web A
istrator, and an increased percentage of the Facility Administrative Assistant are shown un
“Community Activities” salary budget. Second, the workshops (proposal, volcano, UNAV
SCEC data workshops) discussed above are budgeted under “Travel-Participant Support 
as well as the annual community meeting. These additions, plus the FY99 increment of the
tific Director budget discussed above, account for the $160,309 increase from the FY98 bu
9



Table 1-1: Community Activities and Scientific Director FY98 Budget and Expenditures 
and FY99 Budget 

NSF - Community Activities and FY98 FY99
Scientific Director FTE  Projected Expend. FTE

Budg. Budgeted (thru 11/15/98) Budg. Budgeted

Salaries
Scientific Director (9 months at .50 FTE) 0.50 38,420                 0 0 0
Facility Manager (Shiver) 0.00 0 0 0.20 16,848                 
Program Administrator (Barrett) 0.00 0 0 0.20 9,562                   
Web Administrator (Riley - FY98 in DAG) 0.00 0 0 0.20 6,780                   
Administrative Assistant (Yevsyukova) 0.10 3,234                   5,230                   0.30 8,705                   

Total Salaries  0.60 41,654                 5,230                   0.90 41,895                 

Benefit Rate (FY98=47.3% staff, 9.5% students, 19,911                 2,500                   20,654                 
FY99=49.3% staff, 10.6% students)

Materials and Supplies
General Materials and Office Supplies 1,500                   423                     500                     
Meeting Supplies 1,000                   6,580                   2,761                   
Display for AGU Booth 0 0 5,000                   
Journal Subscriptions/Dues/Books 200                     0 0

Total Materials and Supplies  2,700                   7,003                   8,261                   

Purchased Services
Subcontract to Northwestern University 0 0 0
     Salary for Scientific Dir., Dr. Stein (1.0 FTE) 0 74,866                 48,134                 
     Salary for Assistant 0 16,000                 0
     Fringe Benefit Rate (19.25%) 0 17,492                 9,266                   
     Office Support (computing support, l.d. phone) 0 5,000                   0
     Indirect Rate (48% on Asst. salary/benefits) 0 11,558                 0
AGU Booth Rental/Shipping/Power 0 0 3,000                   
General Services 1,000                   4,946                   3,000                   
Brochures 0 0 2,500                   
Meeting Room/AV Requirements 1,500                   982                     1,500                   
Long-Distance Phone/Fax 500                     908                     1,000                   
Express Mail/Postage/Freight 300                     148                     200                     

Total Purchased Services  3,300                   131,900               68,600                 

Travel 
Domestic 5,000                   2,907                   20,000                 
Foreign 0 0 0
Local Travel 100                     0 100                     

Total Travel  5,100                   2,907                   20,100                 

Travel - Participant Support Costs 
Annual Community Meeting (includes 1 SC Mtg.) 20,000                 32,401                 30,000                 
Steering Committee (SC) Meetings (2 Meetings) 17,000                 12,593                 17,000                 
Volcano Science Workshop 0 0 16,023                 
Data Workshop 0 0 16,023                 
Proposal Workshop 0 0 12,500                 

Total Participant Support Costs  37,000                 44,994                 91,546                 

Equipment
Computer Workstation 0 0 5,200                   

Total Equipment  0 0 5,200                   

Total Direct Costs  109,665               194,534               256,256               

Indirect Rate (FY98=29.4%, FY99=27.6%) 21,364                 14,589                 35,082                 

Total  0.60 131,029               209,123               0.90 291,338               
10
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2.0 UNAVCO Facility Summary

This section of the annual report summarizes the FY98, and the planned FY99, activities of
the UNAVCO Facility in Boulder, Colorado and forms the basis for NSF’s FY99 funding all
tion to the Facility. As in previous years, the crux of the Facility’s support role to NSF inves
tors in FY98 included maintaining a community pool of GPS receivers and ancillary equip
providing field engineering support, continuing technology development for permanent GP
tion installation and operation, continuing data management support, and accelerating ar
activities. Two specific areas that were expanded this last year were increased community
ties and development of the seamless GPS data archive, both of which were highlighted as
ties by last year’s EAR-I&F Panel review. Facility support is provided on a priority basis to N
funded investigators and on a resource-available basis to the broader university-based com
This year’s report information has been consolidated into the main body of the report rathe
using extended appendices as was done last year. This format makes for a longer main b
provides a more comprehensive view of the Facility support role which will be critical to re
of the next UNAVCO multi-year proposal anticipated in June of 1999.

2.1 Data Acquisition

The Data Acquisition Group, headed by Barbara Perin with 6.65 NSF-funded staff, supp
24 agent projects, 3 campaigns and over 50 permanent GPS stations with reconnaissance,
tion, or maintenance visits in FY98 (Table 2-1). Additional details on the projects can be fou
Tables C-1 through C-9 in Appendix C. The discussion below highlights the major events
FY98 related to support for data acquisition.

Table 2-1: Summary of Support for FY98

Support
Number of 
Projects

Details in Appendix C

Agent projects
 NSF-EAR
 NSF-other
 Community Support

16
1
7

Table C-1

Campaigns--NSF-EAR 3 Table C-2

Permanents Stations
 NSF-EAR 8

Table C-3

Projects supported with planning, 
but not fielded
   NSF-EAR
   NSF- other
   Community Support

1--partially
1
2

Table C-4

Long term loan of UNAVCO pool 
receivers

4 Table C-5

Institutions who have had repair/
upgrade service under new 
maintenance contract

8 Table C-6
11
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2.1.1 Training and Technology Transfer

The Facility continues to support in-depth training at the Facility in the use of GPS for precise
positioning, as well as training of project collaborators at their home institutions and in the field.
Increasingly, the UNAVCO web site is becoming the primary medium for both training of, and
technology transfer to, collaborators on a worldwide basis. Many international groups are con-
ducting GPS campaigns and/or establishing permanent GPS networks based on the equipment
and technical specifications provided on the UNAVCO web site (e.g. http://
www.unavco.ucar.edu/projects/, http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/equipment/). In addition, the web
site now provides access to other groups providing support to GPS users such as the data process-
ing support groups at MIT and UCAR (http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/community/activities/).

Training community researchers remains a high priority for UNAVCO with classes held at the

Facility or in the field to train agents1, operators, teachers, and managers. In addition, the Facility
supports general education efforts such as The Earth and Space Science Technological Education
Project (ESSTEP). ESSTEP, supported by the NSF and directed by the Geological Society of
America, promotes the dissemination of exemplary education applications of technologies such as
GPS and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for grades 8-14. UNAVCO has supported the
GPS training for the last three years. Another recent example of UNAVCO resources used in sup-
port of educational outreach is highlighted in the 18 August 1998 Eos article “Educational Out-
reach Strategy Involves K-12 Students in Earthquake Hazard Research” where high 
students acted as GPS operators for an agent project in Alaska (Figure 2-1). Of the 24
projects supported in FY98, only seven required training this year, as the other agent
trained in previous years. Training was provided to the Jalisco Block, SrgA/GPS Experi
three New Mexico, and St. Elias projects. Field engineers provided in-field operator trainin
the three campaigns and the support staff on the following continuous station projects: No
Basin and Range, Philippines Volcano, Nepal, Northern Gulf of Mexico, and Jalisco Block. T
ing for the Yellowstone and PANGA projects occurred in previous years. 

1. The person who takes responsibility on a project for training equipment operators, for the safe handling of
all equipment, and for placing data into the UNAVCO archive--in the absence of a UNAVCO field engineer.
12



For campaign data collection, operators and agents are trained in the set up of equipment
including tripods, antennas and receivers, data download and safeguarding, and power manage-
ment. Agents receive additional training on data management and equipment support such as tri-
brach calibration. Continuous station support staff are trained in basic security and maintenance
of GPS, communication, computer, and power equipment. Training in the operation of the down-
load computer ranges from basic tasks such as rebooting the computer to a review of the Linux
operating system and download software. The Data Acquisition Group (DAG) has spent consider-
able effort over the years to develop a set of training documentation that supports in-field operator
training (http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/projects/episodic/episodic.html), continuous station instal-
lation (http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/projects/continuous/continuous.html), and Facility agent
training (http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/projects/agent/agent.html). In support of different projects,
key pages of these documents have been translated into Russian, Chinese, Spanish, and French by
UNAVCO staff or in-country collaborators.

2.1.2 Community Equipment Pool

The UNAVCO Facility maintains a pool of GPS receivers plus associated ancillary equipment
(additional antennas for three receiver types, tribrachs, tripods, solar panels, download PCs and
support cables). The Facility receives, tests, calibrates, repairs, upgrades, packages, ships, and
documents this equipment to support GPS data collection activities worldwide. Currently the pool
contains 19 full-time and 32 half-time Trimble 4000 SSE/i and two Ashtech Z-12 receiver sys-
tems. Since 1995, twelve Trimble SSE systems have been moved from the UNAVCO pool to

Figure 2-1. Alaskan high school student
checking his GPS setup. Photo
provided by Jeanne Sauber.
13
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long-term loan at various continuous stations funded by NSF-EAR (Table C-5 in Appendix C).
The half-time pool increased from 16 in 1995 by the addition of six receivers from the National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), six from the NSF Polar Program, and four Trimble
4800 receivers used on the Mt. Everest Expedition contributed by the Boston Science Museum.
The Facility has also acted as a broker on three projects for equipment sharing among universities
when the pool was over-subscribed. In FY99 a section will be added to the UNAVCO web site to
facilitate these brokerage efforts.

In addition to the normal support described above, the UNAVCO Facility negotiated a very
innovative and cost-effective agreement with Trimble Navigation in the last year to become a
Trimble Authorized Service Depot. Under this agreement, the Facility is provided repair parts and
is reimbursed by Trimble for the warranty repair of their equipment belonging to the UNAVCO
community. This permits the Facility to speed up repair of equipment and even provide loaner
systems to investigators while their equipment is being repaired. The reimbursement provided by
Trimble is kept “on-account” at Trimble and is used to purchase repair parts for older equi
that is out of warranty.    Basically, the Facility has found a way to extend the life and servic
port to the community’s equipment at no additional cost. The maintenance of 163 unive
owned receivers is covered under this agreement. The Facility is pursuing similar agree
with other GPS vendors that provide equipment to the community. Since 1 January 199
Facility has serviced ten receivers or antennas under this agreement for a credit of $675 
responded to a receiver loan request within 24 hours (Table C-6 in Appendix C). This allow
project with the failed receiver to stay on schedule.

Another aspect of equipment support provided by the Facility in 1998 included a quantit
chase of GPS receivers to achieve discounted pricing. The Facility put together a group pu
of Trimble receivers for a total of 63 systems, realizing a $3000 per system discount over th
each price. Groups represented in this purchase include: Louisiana State University; the U
sity of Texas, Austin; the California Institute of Technology (Caltech); the University of Pu
Rico; NSF Office of Polar Programs; University of Waterloo, Canada; the University of Wis
sin, Madison; the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO); and Central Washington
versity. The Facility orders, receives, inventories and tests the receiver systems before forw
to the ordering institution.   In addition, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administr
(NOAA), Forecast Systems Laboratory, requested Facility support in expanding their rea
GPS network for atmospheric measurements by 20 stations. Barb Perin has coordinated
sions between NOAA staff and various UNAVCO investigators to determine if regional refe
station and project support requirements can be met by these new NOAA stations. Actin
broker is becoming increasingly important as different agencies establish GPS networks t
agency-specific needs, but also with the potential for high accuracy geodetic applications.

2.1.3 Agent Projects

Twenty-four agent projects, projects requesting equipment but no field engineers, wer
ported in FY98 (Table C-1 in Appendix C). Agents receive training and technical consult
before deployment and support from the Data Management and Archiving Group (DMAG
data archiving. Most of these projects request receiver systems, although some request on
lary equipment (e.g., choke-ring antenna, solar panels, download PCs) or preparation of 
sity-owned systems. This year 68% of the receivers loaned were to NSF-EAR projects wit
14
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loaned to NSF-funded projects. The remaining 24% were classified as community support
projects, which are funded from a source other than NSF. Often new applications of GPS sup-
ported by the Facility are funded by sources other than NSF-EAR, such as the NSF-DEB-Ecosys-
tem Studies-funded project that is described in detail in the FY97 annual report and this 
SrgA/GPS Experiment.

2.1.4 Campaign Projects

UNAVCO Facility support to campaigns remains focused on large international data c
tion efforts. In FY98, three campaigns were supported with thirty receivers (Table C-2 in A
dix C). The level of resources requested remains consistent with recent years’ supp
campaigns. In FY96, four campaigns with fifty-one receivers were supported and three
paigns and thirty-eight receivers were supported in FY97. Two of this year’s campaigns o
in the September-October 1998 time frame, which coincides with the deployment of equipm
support the NSF-Polar Program field season. These competing requests are met with th
tional time-shared UNAVCO pool and university-owned receivers brokered by the Facilit
addition to these campaign needs for field engineers, the Facility has coincident requests f
engineer support for the Yellowstone Hotspot and PANGA continuous station installations a
Northern Basin and Range network. Clustering of requested field engineer support is not u
and having a pool of staff resources shared with NASA and NSF-Polar Programs makes it
ble to support projects that otherwise would be postponed or provided with less support.

Philippines Volcano

The Philippines Volcano project (PI Michael Hamburger, University of Indiana) was a 
week, ten receiver (five UNAVCO pool and five University of Indiana) campaign along with
installation of three permanent stations in the area of Taal Volcano (Figure 2-2). The field
neer, Oivind Ruud, provided support to the campaign, continuous station installations, a
installation of a NASA GGN station in Manila during his five weeks in the field. Campaign o
ator training was handled by Tony Lowery, University of Indiana, prior to Ruud’s arrival. A
his arrival during burst two, Ruud collected data at the Pinatubo site, provided consultati
various operator and equipment problems, assisted with data management, and oversaw th
shipping. Later in the project, he was working on the installation of the continuous stations,
remaining available to support the campaign.

The research goals of the Philippines Volcano project, entitled Collaborative Research: GPS
Measurement of Crustal Deformation at Pinatubo and Taal Volcanoes, Philippines (EAR-Petrol-
ogy and Geochemistry), are to:

  ... support a study of crustal deformation associated with magmatic activity on two active
volcanoes in the Philippines, Pinatubo and Taal. The two volcanoes offer an opportunity to exam-
ine magma dynamics associated with two neighboring, but very distinct volcanic systems--an
explosive, subduction-related, dacitic stratovolcano (Pinatubo) and an extensional basaltic-
andesitic volcano complex (Taal). The PIs will use precise measurements of vertical and horizon-
tal movements of the Earth’s crust using state-of-the-art Global Positioning System (GPS) mea-
surements, including a newly developed, low-cost, single-frequency volcanic monitoring system
currently in development by Co-PI Meertens. Among the principal scientific objectives of the
project are: (1) improved understanding of the magmatic systems associated with active volcanic
15



processes at the two volcanoes; (2) analysis of long-term post-eruptive processes in the aftermath
of Pinatubo’s cataclysmic volcanic eruption of 1991; (3) refined spatial control on magma move-
ment (at Taal) via development of a real-time volcanic monitoring system; (4) identification of
spatial and temporal interactions between tectonic structures and volcanic systems--the Philip-
pine Fault in the case of Pinatubo, and the Marikina Fault for Taal; and (5) development and test-
ing of new, state-of-the-art crustal deformation measurement systems for volcanic monitoring.

Guerrero Coast

The Guerrero Coast proposal entitled Hybrid Measurements of Crustal Deformation on the
Guerrero Coast of Mexico is funded by NSF-EAR-Geophysics (PI Kristine Larson, University of
Colorado). UNAVCO field staff will be providing in-field support for a three week reconnais-
sance followed by a month-long campaign as requested by Larson. Field work begins on 14 Sep-
tember and extends until 8 November with reconnaissance conducted by UNAVCO field engineer
Karl Feaux and the campaign managed by UNAVCO field engineer Chris Guillemot. During the
reconnaissance, Feaux will install fourteen new monuments including reference marks and add
reference marks to an additional six sites. He will then survey in all the marks at each site. Guille-
mot will manage the import and export of the equipment, conduct three days of operator training,
oversee 18 days of data collection, and conduct all data management. The research goals of the
project are to:

...improve our understanding of the subduction process and its potential for rupture by con-
ducting a series of geodetic measurements along the Guerrero Coast. The P.I. and collaborators
will combine GPS, levelling, and absolute gravity data to provide optimal information on both
vertical and horizontal crustal deformation. The geodetic data, along with seismic data, will be
used to model the Guerrero dislocation and its defining characteristics. The scientific team
includes active collaboration of the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM), NOAA,
and UNAVCO.

Figure 2-2. Philippines volcano project.
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FY98 marks the seventh campaign supported in the region of the Eastern Mediterranean and a
repeat of the seven-country, two month Eastern Mediterranean field campaign funded by NSF-
EAR-Geophysics under the GPS Monitoring of Plate Interactions and Crustal Deformation in the
Eastern Mediterranean/Middle East proposal (PI Robert Reilinger, MIT). Twenty UNAVCO pool
receivers along with approximately a dozen collaborator-owned receivers will be utilized to
record measurements in Turkey, Georgia, Russia, Egypt, Armenia, Israel, and Bulgaria. Continu-
ous stations in four countries, installed by UNAVCO field engineers under joint funding with
NASA, will be monitored during the data collection period. Spencer Reeder, the UNAVCO field
engineer supporting the project, will be managing the work in Georgia, Russia, and Armenia
while based out of Tbilisi, Georgia. Reilinger will manage the work in Turkey, Egypt, and Israel
with Bulgarian measurements made on an agent basis. Extensive pre-project planning permits
these separate but coordinated measurements, ensuring good support to the research goals of the
project. This project is extensively described in the FY96 UNAVCO annual report and on the
UNAVCO web site (http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/projects/continuous/reports); recent publications
are listed in Appendix A.

2.1.5 Permanent Station Projects

In FY98, field support was requested for the reconnaissance, installation, and/or maintenance
of over 50 NSF-funded continuous stations (Table C-3 in Appendix C), an increase from 17 sta-
tions in FY96 and over 40 in FY97. Numerous investigators have also received support for per-
manent stations through consultation and the use of UNAVCO-developed hardware (http://
www.unavco.ucar.edu/equipment/#cont_sites) and software tools (http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/
software/). Continued growth in the numbers and complexity of requests for support to permanent
stations is anticipated.

Southern California Integrated GPS Network (SCIGN)

The Southern California Integrated GPS Network (SCIGN), funded through multiple sponsors
including NSF-EAR-I&F, requested six months of UNAVCO field engineer support in FY97-98.
The Facility was able to provide three months of a field engineer with the deployment of George
Liu to Scripps from September through early December 1997. Liu was unavailable for additional
support as he had chosen to leave UNAVCO at the end of the three month period. Liu supported
the SCIGN reconnaissance effort and assisted with some development issues during this time.

Northern Basin and Range

The Northern Basin and Range project (NBAR), funded by NSF-EAR-Continental Dynamics
under the Active Tectonics of Diffuse Intracontinental Deformation proposal (PI Brian Wernicke,
Caltech), has 18 continuously operating stations in an east-west band across the Basin and Range
Province. UNAVCO’s support to the development, reconnaissance, and installation was de
in the FY96 and FY97 annual reports and on the UNAVCO web site (ht
www.unavco.ucar.edu/projects/reports); recent publications are listed in Appendix A. The F
continues to support the maintenance, upgrade and trouble-shooting of this network as re
by Wernicke. During the five trips conducted this year, roughly half of the network has bee
ited, and additional trips are planned before the end of the year to visit the remaining st
17
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Maintenance/repair visits include trouble-shooting microwave and radio modem communications
and upgrades to the control and sensor boards and solar regulators. During each visit the entire
station infrastructure, including all wiring and power components, is carefully examined. Data
communications problems are also investigated and resolved with both DAG and DMAG staff
responding as necessary. Spencer Reeder, UNAVCO field engineer, and Curt Conquest,
UNAVCO senior technician, provided the field support this year, and Dave Mencin, UNAVCO
development and testing engineer, provided additional office support. Conquest is currently train-
ing Wade Cooksey, the new NBAR network manager hired by Caltech, in all aspects of site recon-
naissance, installation, maintenance and trouble-shooting.

Philippines Volcano

The Philippines Volcano project, entitled Collaborative Research: GPS Measurement of
Crustal Deformation at Pinatubo and Taal Volcanoes, Philippines, is funded by NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics (PI Michael Hamburger, University of Indiana). UNAVCO field engineer, Oivind Ruud,
provided four weeks of support to the project’s data collection efforts during the campaig
with the installation of three continuous stations on Taal Volcano as requested by Hambur
collaboration with Tony Lowry, University of Indiana, and the Philippine Institute of Volcanol
and Seismology (PHIVOLCS) staff, Ruud installed three GPS continuous stations, two re
sites, and the data management and download system. Extensive planning, purchasing, a
cation was undertaken at the UNAVCO Facility and project reconnaissance was conduc
PHIVOLCS staff prior to deployment.   Transportation to the continuous stations required th
of an outrigger to ferry equipment across Taal Lake and then manual labor to carry all equ
and monument materials to each site (Figure 2-3, #1). Two of the GPS sites, located on un
idated sediment, use monuments that are four inch diameter steel pipe driven eight feet 
ground and anchored with concrete and rebar. The third site is located on a consolidated la
(Figure 2-3, #2) and the pipe is cemented into a crack in the rock. The telecommunic
required special planning since the radio modems had to meet special configuration requir
for operations in the Philippines (Figure 2-3, #3). This included a customized configuration 
transceivers by the manufacturer and mounting two Yagi antennas at the second repeater s
ure 2-3, #4) through a splitter with one antenna vertically polarized and the other horizo
polarized. Once the stations were installed, PHIVOLCS staff were trained in general site m
nance of the electronics, power, telecommunications, and receiver operation. Ruud also p
a brief overview of the computer operation, Linux operating system, and recovery respon
power failures or computer hang-ups. The Facility will expand upon this effort in FY99, whe
NASA-funded low-cost single frequency network will be installed around the volcano.
18
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Nepal

PI Roger Bilham was funded for his recent Nepal project by the NSF-EAR-Geophysics pro-
posal entitled The Collaborative Research: Kinematics and Strain Localization in the Himalaya
and Tibet. UNAVCO development and testing engineer, Dave Mencin, performed the following
tasks over four weeks of field support: (1) assessed the automation of the data download and man-
agement infrastructure located in Kathmandu at the Survey of Nepal for the six station network
and identified necessary upgrades; (2) assessed the status of two continuous stations at Nagarkot
and Namche; (3) tied in the laser ranging, T3, and Survey of India benchmarks to the GPS bench-
mark at Namche and; (4) collected campaign data at the Kala Patar (Figure 2-4) and Pheriche
sites. Mencin’s support to the Nepal project was a very cost-effective and successful collab

1 2

3

Figure 2-3. Philippines volcano permanent station installation.
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between the Boston Museum of Science expedition to Everest and Bilham’s NSF-funded
work. As Bilham is also a collaborator in the Everest survey, Mencin, the GPS consultant f
Everest project, was able to easily coordinate the support to the NSF-funded work during E
rest days or as he traveled in the area of the GPS stations. Mencin continues to provide su
Bilham and his students as they work to implement his recommendations, install the UNA
pool receivers on long-term loan, and upgrade the GPS stations.

Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array (PANGA)

The Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array (PANGA) project is funded by the NSF-EAR-G
physics proposal entitled Collaborative Research: Dynamics and Kinematics of North America-
Juan de Fuca-Pacific Plate Interaction: Constraints from GPS Geodesy and Geophysical Model-
ing (PI Meghan Miller, Central Washington University). This year, Miller requested four week
field support to assist with the installation of an additional three continuously operating GP
tions: one located on the roof of Lind Hall at CWU (Figure 2-5), a second located at Redmo
Base, Oregon, and the third located on the campus of the University of Idaho. UNAVCO
engineer, Oivind Ruud, worked with Dan Johnson, CWU, on the first two installations which
Trimble receivers and AC power. The Redmond station uses telephone modem commun
for data downloading and the Lind Hall station is wired directly to the Internet. The Univers
Idaho station will be installed in September using a Leica Series 300 receiver in collabo
with John Oldow. Data download capability for Leica receivers will be integrated into
UNAVCO LAPDOGS program in support of this effort. Lind Hall was considered to be a st
roof site as physics experiments conducted in the building and the location of an astron
telescope on the roof required greater building stability than normal. The University of Utah
monument strategy, described on the UNAVCO web site (http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/e
ment/continuous_station/monumentation/examples/rb_utah.html), was used at the Redmo
The data download and management system established during last year’s installation was

Figure 2-4. Trimble 4800 at the Kala Patar GPS site in Nepal.
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support these stations. Monumentation requirements of the Idaho site will be determined during
the field engineer visit scheduled in late September.

Yellowstone

The Yellowstone Hotspot project is funded by the NSF-EAR-Continental Dynamics proposal
entitled Collaborative Research: Geodynamics of the Yellowstone Hotspot from Seismic and GPS
Imaging (PI Robert Smith, University of Utah). Smith requested support for the installation of
three continuously operating GPS stations in late September-early October. Two sites will be
installed in Idaho, one in a remote area of the Snake River Plain and the other near Idaho Falls.
The installation and management of the stations is a collaborative effort with University of Utah
and the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL). Solar power will be
required at the Snake River Plain site. Both of these sites will use radio telemetry to transmit data
to a download computer located in the offices of INEEL at Idaho Falls, with a repeater site used
for the Snake River Plain site. The third site, at Boulder, Wyoming, will utilize existing infrastruc-
ture, VSAT telecommunications and AC power that currently supports a seismic station. Barb
Perin and a new field engineer will be providing field support to this project. The research goals
of the Yellowstone Hotspot project are to:

... study the Yellowstone hotspot and it’s interaction with the continental lithosphere and how
it’s processes effect active tectonism and volcanism. This study will provide resolved images of the
lithosphere-asthenosphere structure and the deformation field (using seismic and GPS imaging
and kinematic modeling) from which a dynamic model of the asthenosphere-lithosphere interac-
tion will be made as well as understanding the relationship between the intraplate deformation of
the Yellowstone-Snake River Plain with the overall North American plate motion dynamics.

Figure 2-5. CWU permanent station on Lind Hall.
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Jalisco

The Jalisco project has been funded by the NSF-EAR-Geophysics proposal entitled Collabo-
rative Research: A GPS Investigation of Deformation in the Jalisco Region, Western Mexico since
1995 to support regional campaigns and the upcoming installation of one continuous station in the
Jalisco area. In collaboration with PI Joann Stock, support to this installation effort has been
ongoing throughout FY98. In early 1998 two locations were selected as potential sites during
reconnaissance conducted by Stock. UNAVCO field engineer Chris Guillemot provided planning
and technical guidance regarding the reconnaissance and Ed Manzanares, UNAVCO equipment
support supervisor, oversaw the required upgrade of the Caltech receivers. Guillemot then
assessed the data quality at each site using the UNAVCO TEQC software and reviewed other sup-
port criteria. Further discussions with UNAM collaborators revealed that they would be installing
their own GPS station near the reconnoitered locations. UNAM collaborator Osvaldo Sanchez
conducted further reconnaissance in July at a third station, a pre-existing campaign location in
Manzanillo. This site will require the installation of several hundred meters of power and tele-
phone communication, a remote receiver box, short haul modem communication link, and a
download and data management system. UNAVCO field engineer Karl Feaux will conduct final
reconnaissance and build the necessary infrastructure after his support to the Guerrero Coast
project and Guillemot will finish the installation after his support to the Guerrero Coast campaign.

Gulf of Mexico

The Northern Gulf of Mexico project is funded by the NSF-EAR Tectonics proposal entitled
Collaborative Research: Dynamic Processes Along a Passive Margin: A Geological and Geo-
detic Study of the Northern Gulf of Mexico (PI Roy Dokka, Louisiana State University). In early
FY98, support to the campaign efforts were scheduled as an agent project along with two weeks
of consultation and training for the installation of two continuous stations. Since the funding of
this proposal, Dokka has requested in-field support for the installation of five continuous stations.
Support is scheduled in the October-November time frame as staff resources permit. The research
goals of the Northern Gulf of Mexico project are:

 ... 1) measure lateral and vertical regional strains across the classic area of actively extend-
ing and subsiding gulf margin; 2) measure lateral and vertical strains associated with individual
active normal faults and migrating salt bodies; and 3) measure absolute sea level through inte-
gration with tide gauges. These measurements will allow us to attack several fundamental ques-
tions regarding the evolution of passive margin extension and its relationship to salt migration, as
well as a key aspect of global change research. Specifically, we intend to examine the following
families of questions: 1. What is the nature of strain in this actively extending region? What are
present-day strain rates and how is strain partitioned? 2. How do the individual active growth
normal faults that facilitate this regional strain behave at short timescales? At what rates do they
move?... 3. Is sea level currently rising, falling, or static? These data will be important in assess-
ing hypotheses such as global warming....

2.1.6 Support for Community Use of ARI Equipment

Over 200 GPS receivers were purchased under the 1995 Academic Research Infrastructure
Award (ARI) to the UNAVCO community. As described in previous reports, the UNAVCO Facil-
ity conducted extensive tests of receiver models (“ARI Receiver and Antenna Test Report,”
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/www.ucar.edu/science_tech/technology/publication) and provided support for the purchase and
receipt of bulk orders of Trimble receivers (3/4 of the receivers purchased). After the procurement
of these receivers, investigators began to secure funding to install over 50% of these receivers at
continuous stations. The Facility has supported these efforts with hardware and software tools
(http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/equipment/#cont_sites and http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/software),
technical consultation, budgets, planning documentation (http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/continu-
ous/continuous.html), training, trouble-shooting, and direct field support. Some universities have
sent technical staff to work with the Facility for a period of training. Table C-4 in Appendix C lists
several requests for support to projects that are not funded by NSF-EAR but will install receivers
purchased under the ARI agreement. Field support was not provided to these projects due to a
lack of staff resources, but PIs were provided with technical consultation and hardware and soft-
ware tools.

2.1.7 UNAVCO-IRIS Collaboration

The UNAVCO Facility continues to seek collaboration with other institutions where it is cost-
effective and meets mutual scientific research goals. The work with the Incorporated Research
Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) is an example of a growing collaboration with coordinated
software development and co-location of continuous stations worldwide. UNAVCO has sup-
ported the Berkeley Seismic Laboratory software development to integrate Ashtech and Trimble
receiver data into the Quanterra datalogger’s data stream and will work with the Albuqu
Seismological Laboratory (ASL), as needed, on their Quanterra integration. Direct support t
tinuous stations has encompassed the co-location of NASA GGN and IGS stations with th
International Deployment of Accelerometers (IDA) Global Seismic Network (GSN) station
several sites (e.g., Seychelles), hardware and software support for three stations co-loc
Siberia, and the initiation of planning for the co-location of IRIS/ASL-supported stations w
wide.

2.1.8 Antarctica Project Support

UNAVCO provides year round support for scientific applications of GPS to the NSF’s O
of Polar Programs (OPP) Antarctic Program (Figure 2-6). This support includes pre-seaso
ning, field support, and post-season follow-up, as well as development work for new applica
UNAVCO maintains a satellite facility at McMurdo Station during the austral summer rese
season, providing a full range of support services including GPS equipment, training, p
planning, field support, technical consultation, data processing, and data archiving. A tota
projects, encompassing a range of applications, were supported throughout the last field se
23



The 1997-98 season was the busiest yet supported by UNAVCO and required a substantial
increase in the number of GPS receivers used for project support. Table 2-2 summarizes projects
using UNAVCO support. To ensure future receiver availability, three new receivers were pur-
chased with OPP funds for the receiver pool, and two more will be purchased with FY99 OPP
funds. These receivers are available for non-Polar use during the northern spring and summer sea-
sons.

Table 2-2: 1997-98 Antarctic Projects Using UNAVCO Support

Event
Principal
Investigator

Receiver 
Days Used

Support 
Level*

Preseason 
Request

S-180 Sridhar Anandakrishnan 240 Low Yes

S-176 Howard Conway 195 Low Yes

S-178 Gordon Hamilton 120 Low Yes

S-042W Bob Wharton 100 High Yes

S-171 Ed Waddington 90 Low Yes

S-099 Terry Wilson 84 Medium No

S-157 Hermann Engelhardt 70 High Yes

S-081 Philip Kyle 60 Medium Yes

S-173 Bob Bindschadler 45 Low Yes

S-084 Ian Whillans 42 Low Yes

S-166 Beata Csatho 30 Low Yes

S-042FO Andrew Fountain 30 Low Yes

S-163 Charlie Raymond 15 Low Yes

S-156 George Denton 14 Medium No

Figure 2-6. Antarctic GPS Base Station at Meteorite
City, Polar Plateau.
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* Low--one to five days of technical support provided. 
Medium--six to ten days of technical support provided. 
High--more than ten days of technical support provided.

UNAVCO also installed a differential GPS station covering McMurdo Sound and Taylor Val-
ley, benefiting both science and operational support. More detailed information, including a 1997/
98 season annual report, is available in the Polar Program section of the UNAVCO web site (http:/
/www.unavco.ucar.edu/polar/). Figure 2-7 shows the present project support scheduled for the
1998/99 season. OPP funding to UNAVCO was $200,000 in FY98, and is projected at $200,000
in FY99.

S-058 Ralph Harvey 4 Low Yes

ICAIR Matt Lythe 4 Low No

S-022 Bill Baker 2 Low Yes

S-302 Hunter Lenihan 2 Low No

S-098 Donald Blankenship 2 Low Yes

ASA Surveying Jeff Scanniello 2 Low Yes

Aircraft Operations Tom Quinn 2 Low No

S-042FR Diana Freckman 1 Low No

S-005 Art DeVries 1 Low No

Table 2-2: 1997-98 Antarctic Projects Using UNAVCO Support
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2.1.9 Current Requests for Project Support for FY99

Current requests for FY99 support are listed in Table C-7, Table C-8, and Table C-9 in Appen-
dix C. At this time project support requests for FY99 include one international campaign, three
continuous station projects, and seven agent projects. Projects begun in FY98 that will finish in
FY99 include three agent projects, two campaigns, and three continuous station projects. We
anticipate additional requests for support in FY99 for continuous station implementation and
maintenance and a significant number of additional requests for agent projects. Only two of the
twenty-four agent projects supported with receivers in FY98 had requested support by this time
last year, a normal pattern for agent projects. 

2.1.10 Data Acquisition Group (DAG) Staff and Budget

Data Acquisition Group Staff

The DAG staff for FY98/99 includes: 

Perin, Barbara (Group Head): Responsible for oversight of the planning, design, coordination,
and execution of all field projects including equipment support. Coordinates Facility support with
Principal Investigators during proposal preparation and project implementation. Oversees devel-

UNAVCO Antarctica Project Support 1998-99 Field Season

PROJECT/PI                   |             NOVEMBER                   |             DECEMBER                    |             JANUARY |             RECEIVERS

EO-302-O Lenihan [<XXXX 10/1 - 11/17 XXXX] 1 DGPS

BO-009-O Siniff      [XXXXXXXXXXX 10-25 - 12/15 XXXXXXXXXXXX] 1 DGPS

IO-163-0 Raymond       [XXXXXXXXXXX 10/30  - 12/20 XXXXXXXXXXXXXX]  Ice Streams 2 SSE

IO-169-O Whillans       [XXXXXXXXXXX 10/30  - 12/20 XXXXXXXXXXXXXX]  Ice Streams 2 SSE

GO-180-O Anandakr. [XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 10/30  - 1/31 CWA XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX]  1 SSE

GO-063-O Prentice           [XXXXX  11/08 - 12/5  XXXXX] 2 SSE

BM-042-B+F Wharton+Fountain [XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 11/7 - 1/28  Taylor Valley XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX] 2 SSE+1 DGPS

IO-157-O  Kamb    [X 20-2 X] UPD     UPD [22-28] 2 SSE
IO-157-O  Kamb      [XXXXXXXXXXXXXX 11/20 - 1/28 UPD XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX] 1 SSE

GS-098-O Blankenship [Data Processing Support]

IO-277-O McIntosh       [XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  11/27 - 1/21  XXXXXXXXXXXXXX] MBL 3 SSE

GO-058-O Harvey            Graves Nunatak [XXXXX 12/5 - 12/31 XXXX]            Allen Hills  [1/24-31] 1 SSE

GF-121-O Luyendyk          [XX 5 - 22 XX ]               Field Support [28-30] 1 4800

OO-283-O Stearns           AWS Sites [XXXXXX 1/1 -1/31 XXXXXX] 2 SSE

K-282 Chaplin          [1/20 - 1/30] 2 SSE

IO-156-O Denton        [11-16] Dry Valleys 2 SSE

9/15/98

Figure 2-7. Antarctic Project Support for the 1998-99 Field Season.
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opment and support to continuously operating GPS stations. Responsible for an effective technol-
ogy transfer and training program. Supervises DAG staff and is a member of the UNAVCO
Management Team.

Feaux, Karl and Reeder, Spencer (Field Engineers): Responsible for the planning, design,
coordination, and successful execution of field projects and installation of continuously operating
GPS stations. Supports hardware and software development associated with permanent station
installation and operation.

Buschmann, Gretchen (Database Engineer): Responsible for the technical specification,
design, development, and maintenance of information management systems that record project
support information including project request, receiver and equipment tracking, continuous sta-
tion infrastructure, maintenance and communication, and budget and continuous station vendor
information. Develops Web-based tools to support collaborator and community access to techni-
cal and training information stored in various databases. Provides some system support to office
computers and applications for DAG.

Chick, Katie (Field Project Coordinator): Responsible for financial coordination of field
projects, including managing account keys, making and tracking purchases, overseeing all project
related travel arrangements, overseeing and reconciling shipping invoices, and assisting in the
development of field project budgets and detailed expenditure reports. 

Manzanares, Ed (Senior Equipment Engineer): Manages the flow of equipment through the
UNAVCO Facility in support of field projects. Provides technical leadership and training in tasks
related to the testing, development, and implementation of new GPS-related capabilities. Serves
as the UNAVCO liaison for agent projects.

Conquest, Curt (Senior Technician), Jordan, Tom (Technician) and Sihombing, Effendi (Tech-
nician): Prepare receivers and ancillary equipment for direct project support, including inventory,
test, calibration, repair, cleaning, packaging, and shipment. Develop, fabricate, and test field
instrumentation and support equipment. Provide technical and logistical support to projects in the
field and for continuous stations.   In special cases, provide in-field project support.

Budget

Table 2-3 shows the budgeted and actual expenditures for the UNAVCO Facility Data Acqui-
sition Group (DAG) in FY98 as well as the projected budget for FY99. Expenditures were gener-
ally as budgeted with a slight underexpenditure in salary and overexpenditures in materials and
supplies and purchased services. An increased need for computing supplies and a 25% increase in
insurance costs were the major contributors. There were no equipment purchases in the last fiscal
year. The total projected expenditures for DAG are under budget by $29,041.

The starting point for analyzing the projected demand on the Facility for data acquisition sup-
port in FY99 is Table C-7 in Appendix C, which shows the currently known NSF-EAR projects
requesting field engineer and equipment support, and Table C-8 which shows the currently known
agent projects. The cumulative field engineer support required to complete projects begun in
FY98 and to support NSF projects that will begin in FY99 is 56 work weeks. Additional requests
for field support are anticipated in the area of continuous station installation and maintenance. For
example, Robert Reilinger recently discussed requesting UNAVCO field engineers for the instal-
27
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lation of three continuous stations in Morocco in support of his proposal entitled Collaborative
Research: GPS Measurements of Plate Interactions in the Western Mediterranean, submitted to
NSF-EAR-Geophysics and Roger Bilham has requested additional field support for his network
in Nepal. Field engineering support for Reilinger’s three-station installation is estimated at t
weeks and Bilham’s request is estimated at two weeks. Considering 45 work weeks in a c

year1, the current total request for direct support to projects is 1.56 FTE. Based on our expe
from FY97 and FY98, another .20 FTE is needed for new requests, consultation, trouble-sh
problem sites, technological development, and training.

The cumulative equipment technician effort required to complete NSF-funded projects b
in FY98 and those that will begin in FY99 is 32 work weeks. Using FY98 agent project re
statistics, where only two of the twenty-four agent projects receiving receivers had requeste
port by this time last year, an additional 37 work weeks will be required to meet anticipated
project requests. General purchasing, maintenance, and repair support to the UNAVCO c
nity pool and university-owned receivers is estimated at 6 work weeks, given UNAVCO’s
maintenance support contract. This totals to 75 work weeks or 1.67 FTE. Based on pr
years, we will need another .30 FTE to provide support to new campaign or continuous 
project requests, trouble-shooting problem sites, technological development, and training. 

Accordingly, the FY99 budget request is for 1.75 field engineers and 2.0 technicians, a 
tion from the FY98 request of 2.0 field engineers and 2.0 technicians. Although the Facility
vided over 2.0 FTE’s of direct in-field project support in FY98, this reduction in field engi
staff is due to the decreased amount of requested project support for FY99, the addition o
position, detailed in the DMAG budget that reduces the level of field engineer office su
needed to support data flow from permanent stations, and the use of the senior technician a
up field support, as needed.

Other DAG staff adjustments in the FY99 budget include reductions in supervisory and
agement time by Barb Perin and Ed Manzanares, reapportioning of the Web Administrato
tion to Community Support (.20), DAG (.10), DMAG (.20) and Management and Opera
(.10) to reflect actual demands on the position, and the addition of a .50 FTE database e
(.25 moved from DAG and .25 is a new request). The database engineer position has bee
to develop tools for the increasing information management required to support continuo
tion installation and maintenance requests and to make this information available to the co
nity through the UNAVCO Web site. The net effect of these changes is to decrease direc
support by 0.35 full time equivalent (FTE) position as well as reducing management and g
infrastructure costs. Other cost elements in the budget are self-explanatory. Overall, the
budget request is for a $16,558 or 3% decrease from the FY98 budget.

1.  UCAR estimates an average of 15% for vacation and sick leave in addition to awarding eleven holidays. 
Therefore a conservative estimate of 10% of time off for vacation and sick leave along with eleven holi-
days leaves 45 work weeks in a calendar year.
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Table 2-3: DAG FY98 Budget and Expenditures and FY99 Budget

NSF - Data Acquisition Group FY98 FY99
FTE Projected Expend. FTE

Budg. Budgeted (thru 11/15/98) Budg. Budgeted

Salaries
Group Head (Perin) 0.85 54,252                 38,435                 0.75 49,996                 
Field Engineers (Feaux & Ruud) 2.00 88,516                 89,249                 1.75 76,981                 
Field Project Coordinator (Chick) 0.50 17,874                 13,980                 0.50 17,428                 
Web Administrator (Riley) 0.60 18,561                 20,161                 0.10 3,390                   
Database Engineer (Buschmann - hired late 0.00 0 5,158                   0.50 23,166                 
Field Pay 0.00 1,500                   1,409                   0.00 1,500                   
Equipment Engineer (Manzanares) 0.70 34,905                 34,165                 0.55 28,305                 
Technicians (Conquest, Jordan, Sihombing 2.00 68,727                 61,565                 2.00 62,639                 
Student Assistant (Nelson) 0.00 0 1,504                   0.25 4,680                   

Total Salaries 6.65 284,335               265,626               6.40 268,085               

Benefit Rate (FY98=47.3% staff, 9.5% students, 135,912               126,969               130,355               
FY99=49.3% staff, 10.6% students)

Materials and Supplies
Ancillary Equipment Upgrades/Replacements 3,000                   3,359                   3,000                   
Download PC Replacements 3,000                   3,900                   4,000                   
Permanent Station Hardware 0 0 4,000                   
Spare Boards for SSE/SSI Repairs 2,000                   0 2,000                   
General Materials/Office Supplies 3,500                   4,848                   3,500                   
Field Engineer - Computer Spare Parts 1,500                   220                     1,500                   
Computing Supplies 1,000                   5,597                   2,500                   
Lab Equipment/Tools/Workbench Supplies 1,000                   877                     1,000                   
PC Repair Materials 1,000                   883                     1,000                   
Journal Subscriptions/Dues/Books 500                     772                     500                     
Field Engineer Kits/Field Supplies 300                     0 300                     

Total Materials and Supplies 16,800                 20,456                 23,300                 

Purchased Services
Insurance for GPS Receivers 11,000                 14,310                 14,000                 
Long-distance Phone/Cellular/Faxes 3,000                   1,353                   2,000                   
Monthly Service for 2 Modem Lines 2,112                   1,769                   2,112                   
Copier/Printer/Fax Maintenance 2,000                   1,847                   2,000                   
General Services (Storage Lockers, Gold Hill Leas 2,000                   5,304                   3,000                   
Communications Software 2,000                   898                     2,000                   
Shipping 2,000                   2,250                   2,000                   
Web Software 2,000                   0 1,000                   
Permanent Station Communications Expenses 0 0 1,000                   
GSA Van Rental 1,800                   1,221                   1,800                   
Applications Software (for Pool PCs) 1,000                   584                     1,000                   
Applications Software (for Field Eng. PCs) 1,000                   2,925                   1,000                   
Maintenance for Testing/Calibration/Lab Equipmen 1,000                   0 1,000                   
Postage/Express Mail/Freight 500                     397                     500                     
Maintenance Contract (for field computers) 500                     442                     500                     

Total Purchased Services 31,912                 33,300                 34,912                 

Travel
Domestic ($1,000 per trip) 2,000                   3,728                   4,000                   
Relocation Expenses 1,500                   0 1,500                   
Local Travel 100                     37                       100                     

Total Travel 3,600                   3,765                   5,600                   

Equipment
Computer Workstation 5,100                   

Total Equipment  0 0 5,100                   

Total Direct Costs 472,559               450,116               467,352               

Indirect Rate (FY98=29.4%, FY99=27.6%) 138,932               132,334               127,581               

Total 6.65 611,491               582,450               6.40 594,933               
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2.2 Data Management and Archiving

The Data Management and Archiving Group, headed by Chuck Meertens with 4.25 NSF-
funded staff, supports the flow of data from permanent GPS stations, technology development for
data communications and management, and data archiving. The following priorities for data man-
agement and archiving were listed in last year’s annual report, and a summary of prog
FY98 in each area is noted:

• Continued archiving of data from episodic GPS campaigns: 8.0 gigabytes of campaign
data were placed into the Boulder archive in FY98 compared to 3.2 gigabytes in FY97 
2-4). This represents 43 campaigns (Table D-1 in Appendix D). This is consistent with p
tions made in last year’s report, but the Facility has had more difficulty than anticipated i
ting project documentation from investigators. Many projects planned for archiving in F
have been moved to the targeted list for FY99 (Table D-2 in Appendix D). The Facility
aggressively pursue this information in FY99 while placing data from recent and on-g
projects into the archive expeditiously. The status of the archive is discussed more f
Section 2.2.1.

• Archiving of permanent station data: 8.3 gigabytes of data from permanent stations w
entered into the archive in FY98 compared to 1.7 gigabytes in FY97 (Table 2-4). This ex
the four-fold increase in such data projected in the FY97 report. The Facility experienc
recovery of data from permanent stations in FY98 was mixed, however, with lim
resources available to solve technical problems and support investigators in maintainin
able flow of continuous data from several stations. Based on this experience and the 
importance of this data to the broader GPS research community, the Facility is recomm
increased staff resources to support data recovery from permanent stations in FY99. Th
is discussed more fully in Section 2.2.8.

• Seamless Archive: A Seamless Archive Workshop was held in Boulder, Colorado in Nov
ber 1997, including representatives from ten global and regional archive centers. The m
for exchanging information on data holdings has been co-developed by Boulder an
SCEC GPS Archive (D. Agnew, H. Johnson) and is being tested at three other archives
prototype testing is completed, the use of this product will be expanded to other GPS 
less Archive Centers (GSAC). Various map and temporal interface tools have been r
and may be accessed in a prototype form on the UNAVCO Archive Web site. Further d
sion of the seamless archive development and initial implementation is contained in S
2.2.4.

• Receiver download software: Better documentation and improved performance of 
UNAVCO-developed UNIX download software for Trimble receivers (LAPDOGS) w
achieved in FY98. This product was used in 38 permanent station installations worldw
FY98. The Facility also began development of UNIX-based download software for Ash
receivers. UNAVCO and Ashtech spent most of last year negotiating an intellectual pro
agreement that would allow Ashtech to release source code for their proprietary dow
software. The protracted negotiations were due largely to the merger of Ashtech with M
lan/Orbital Sciences Corporation. As recently as July of this year, we received the final 
mentation needed to finish the development of UNIX-based download software fo
UNAVCO community. The Ashtech development is collaborative with the NASA Jet Pro
sion Laboratory for support of the NASA GGN and IGS. Additional details on suppor
30
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data communications and management are contained in Section 2.2.3.

• TEQC: UNAVCO’s Translate, Edit, and Quality Check (TEQC) software was expande
FY98 to become the primary method of data ingestion into the UNAVCO Archive, and
the primary method of creating RINEX on demand from raw data in the Archive. TEQ
used to extract the critical metadata from the receiver files that are used by the Rel
Database Management System (RDBMS) to characterize data holdings. The receiver d
RINEX translators in TEQC were also expanded to include six additional data/receiver 
Inclusion of translators for several additional data formats (e.g Ashtech R-file) will be a p
ity for TEQC development in FY99. Additional information on TEQC use and developm
are contained in Section 2.2.2.

• Archive infrastructure activities: The archive relational database system is being update
Oracle 8.0 to maintain up-to-date capability and standards. Campaign data are being
available to investigators on CD-ROM, including raw data, RINEX data, scanned log s
site descriptions, pictures, and any other descriptive information available for a sp
project. A CD-ROM for Roger Bilham’s Ethiopia data are attached to the back cover o
report for closer examination. The Facility continues to refine and automate data entry in
archive to both increase speed and reduce the cost of preserving data.

2.2.1 Archive Status

The UNAVCO Facility again accelerated the placement of both episodic data from camp
and continuous data from permanent GPS stations into the archive in FY98. Table 2-4 sho
summary statistics for both FY97 and FY98. The detailed summaries of archiving activit
found in Appendix D. Of the 45 campaigns identified in the FY97 report as targets for arch
in FY98, 18 were actually archived (Table D-1 in Appendix D). About half of those projects
archived are 1997 or 1998 campaigns for which we have not yet received the log sheets an
actual data; the remainder are mostly earlier, legacy projects for which we have the data 
missing log sheets. In addition, 25 campaigns, either from the targeted list in the FY97 re
added to it in FY98, were archived (Table D-1 in Appendix D). This puts the total number of
paigns archived in FY98 at 43. The targeted list of campaigns for FY99 is shown in Table D
includes 50 campaigns. The current outstanding projects list is shown in Table D-3. The F
will continue to coordinate with investigators to get these data into the archive, with the g
archiving all outstanding data within two years. One successful strategy that will be contin
FY99 is to use students for the more mundane data entry tasks after the data are collate
nized, and quality-checked by archive staff.

As predicted in the FY97 report, the number of NSF-supported permanent GPS s
increased dramatically in FY98 with the Facility archiving data from 42 permanent stations (
D-4 in Appendix D). These include stations installed by the Facility, by investigators, and jo

Table 2-4: Boulder Archive Statistics for FY97 and FY98

Permanent Stations
# Archived      # Files           GBytes

Campaigns Processed
# Archived      # Files            GBytes

FY97 18 2072 1.7 37 4314 3.2

FY98 42 7639 8.3 43 8626 8.0
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Several of the larger regional arrays such as the Northern Basin and Range (18 stations) and the
Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array (PANGA) (10 stations) have their own data management and
archiving capabilities, with the UNAVCO Facility acting as the eventual long-term archive. Other
permanent stations such as Alaska, Arenal (Costa Rica), Central Asia, Ethiopia, Greenland, Mex-
ico, Montserrat, Nepal, Oregon, Peatland Bogs, Philippines, and Wasatch/Yellowstone have
received varying levels of data management and archiving support from the Facility. The Facility
will work more aggressively with investigators in FY99 to establish reliable data flow from these
and planned stations for FY99 to meet community needs for more complete and timely data
records from these important permanent stations. This increased support role is the one area of
increased funding being requested by the Facility in FY99.

2.2.2 Translate, Edit and Quality Check (TEQC) Software

The functionality of TEQC was expanded in FY98 to make it the primary ingestion tool for
GPS data into the archive. TEQC is used to extract the critical meta-data (which describe when,
where and how the data were collected) from raw data files and to populate the relational database
that serves as the interface with data requesters. TEQC is also used to translate the data from the
raw receiver-dependent format to a receiver independent exchange format (RINEX) when a
request is made for RINEX data. A fundamental tenet of the archive is that all data is stored in raw
form, which preserves complete data fields, and TEQC will create the formats required for pro-
cessing and other applications.

In FY98, there were two releases of TEQC including adding translators for additional
receiver/data types. TEQC can now be used to translate the data types listed in Table 2-5.

Since the user community has grown to over 90 subscribed users (Table 2-6), a TEQC e-mail
forum was established as well as an e-mail Web archive. Questions or problems can be e-mailed
to the TEQC user group and answers are archived and available on-line (http://
www.unavco.ucar.edu/html_mail/teqc). This expands support for TEQC while not directly
impacting Facility staff resources. Plans for further TEQC development in FY99 include: tuning
all translators to work through the GPS Week 1024 rollover on 22 Aug 1999 (TEQC is already
Y2K capable); developing translators for Ashtech R-file, Trimble TSIP (additional record types),
and Leica 200/300 DS formats; developing an L1-only QC; extending RINEX reading and writ-

Table 2-5: Formats Currently Read by TEQC

Ashtech B/E/S down-
loads

Trimble dat/eph/ion/mes down-
loads

ConanBinary

Ashtech RS-232 real-
time stream format

Trimble RS-232 real-time 
stream format (“binary cyclic 
mode printout”)

TurboBinary

Canadian Marconi 
binary format

Trimble TSIP format Rockwell Zodiac binary format

TI-4100 GESAR format TI-4100 BEPP/CORE format TI-4100 ROM format

Leica DS format Leica LB2 format ARGO exchange format

RINEX OBS RINEX NAV RINEX MET
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ing for GLONASS files; extending pertinent translators to handle GLONASS data; developing a
GLONASS component to the QC algorithm; and providing a Macintosh version of TEQC.

Note: There are many more users of TEQC who are not on the subscriber’s list, e.g., MIT and Hawaii.

2.2.3 Data Communications and Management

Data communications and management refers to the process of returning data from remote
locations to the point of entry into a data collection location and archive. This requires an inter-
face with the receiver to remotely control its operation and data gathering, using available tech-
nology such as the Internet for the actual transfer of data. UNAVCO has responsibility for the
development of the software and hardware tools needed to effectively use these technologies to
meet data accuracy, reliability and latency requirements. These efforts started in a piece-meal
fashion several years ago to meet the immediate demands of project support and have evolved to
a collaborative effort with NASA/JPL to develop a well documented, well supported, efficient,
and UNIX-based interface between the three major GPS receiver types used in permanent stations
and the central data management functions performed at UNAVCO, JPL, and other international
archive and analysis centers.

During FY98, the basic structure of the integrated data management package was developed
as shown in Figure 2-8. A stand-alone interface/download layer for Trimble receivers, called
LAPDOGS (Local Automated Process for Downloading of GPS), was developed by the Facility
and has been deployed at 38 permanent stations (Table 2-7). The software and documentation can
be found at http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/software. The foundation work for the Ashtech receivers
has been completed including receipt of a long sought after document of data and control formats
from Ashtech. JPL has the lead role in developing the interface to the Allen Osborne Associates

Table 2-6: Subscribed TEQC Institutions

UNAVCO Facility University of Maine

SOPAC University of Illinois

SCEC, UCSD Ohio State University

University of Texas Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

University of Florida NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

University of Washington (PANGA) CDDIS

Stanford (BARD) NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Texas A & M NGS/CORS

University of Colorado USGS

University of Alaska at least 28 international users including IGS

University of California, Berkeley Commercial users (e.g., Trimble, Ashtech, Leica)

University of Minnesota U.S. State Surveyors
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(AOA) TurboRogue receivers. The combined data management package will be called GNEX,
according to a JPL naming convention.

AOA
Receiver
Interface

Ashtech
Receiver
Interface

Trimble
Receiver
Interface

INTERFACE
LAYER

ARCHIVE
LAYER

TRANSPORT
LAYER

DOWNLOAD
AND
SCHEDULE
LAYER

teqc

teqc

MODEM AND SERIAL CONNECTIONS

GNEX

FTP, LFTP, AND LDM

GNRT

USER
LAYER

DATA
REQUESTS

AUTOMATIC DATA
TRANSFERS

GPS SEAMLESS ARCHIVE CENTER
(GSAC)

Figure 2-8. Schematic of the JPL/UNAVCO Data Communications System.
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GNEX, the Download and Schedule Layer, has the ability to download receiver data through a
variety of communications scenarios including radio modems, phone modems, direct serial con-
nections, or any combination of these. The integration of the UNAVCO Trimble interface to
GNEX was completed in FY98 adding to the existing JPL AOA interface.

Currently, Trimble and Ashtech receiver downloads require the use of vendor proprietary soft-
ware. This limits automated operation of Ashtechs to DOS environments and Trimbles to CPU-
specific Solaris and Linux computers and the Windows environment, which significantly compli-
cates the development of computer and receiver independent command and control software
demanded by investigators. The AOA interface is independent of any proprietary download soft-
ware. The UNAVCO effort is focused on developing a computer independent interface for both
Ashtech and Trimble receivers. This will provide a computer-independent, standard data down-
load process for all three receiver types which will significantly increase data download efficiency
and robustness, especially in arrays with mixed receiver types. GNEX is expected to become an
international standard for GPS data download and communications.

In addition to GNEX, which controls operation of individual receivers, UNAVCO is collabo-
rating with JPL in the development of GNRT which will control the operation of large heteroge-
neous GPS arrays. GNRT, with GNEX, will automate the operation, download, transfer,
organization, quality checking (using TEQC), distribution, and archiving of large array data sets
into a designated processing and archive center. More importantly, the further transfer of the data
to multiple data centers worldwide will be seamless and automatic. This is a critical development
since manual intervention to perform these tasks for the growing US and international GPS arrays
is impractical and not affordable. The first phase of GNRT implementation has been completed.
The UNAVCO GNRT system will be operational by January 1999, providing NSF permanent sta-
tion support and IGS/JPL backup operations.

2.2.4 Seamless Archive Development

The strategy for development and implementation of a seamless GPS archive was developed
by participants from ten international and regional archive centers at a workshop sponsored by the
UNAVCO Facility on 11-12 November 1997 (Table 2-8). A summary of discussions at this work-
shop can be found at http://www.unavco.ucar.edu /community/events/meetings/. Based on deci-
sions made at the workshop, the UNAVCO Facility and the SCEC Data Center co-developed the

Table 2-7: NSF LAPDOGS INSTALLATIONS

Location # Receivers Location # Receivers

PANGA 5 Tien Shan 4

Alaska 2 Hawaii 10

Texas 1 Arenal 2

Nepal 5 Taal, Philip-
pines

3

Utah, Yellow-
stone

5 France 1
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process and necessary software tools to tell data users what data exist, for what location and time,
and where. These tools are currently being evaluated by the SCEC Data Center, the Bay Area
Regional Deformation (BARD) project, the Pacific Geoscience Center (PGC) (Canada) and the
CDDIS. After making modifications based on evaluation results, GSAC tables showing data
holdings for each archive will be generated and exchanged. At that point, a data requester can go
to any GSAC, review the data holdings of all GSAC archives, and make a data request to the
archive holding the desired data. An overview of the GSAC concept is given in Figure 2-9. The
major thrust of development of the seamless archive in FY99 will be to complete implementation
of the monument location tables at all the archive centers and to install data holdings tables. A fol-
low-on GSAC meeting will be held in early 1999 to define data request mechanisms which will
allow users to obtain data from any GSAC, regardless of where the data may physically reside.

Table 2-8: GPS Seamless Archive Participants

GPS Seamless Archive Center
(GSAC)

GSAC Metadata via FTP Access 
(as of Aug’98)

CDDIS (NASA GSFC) ftp://cddisa.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/GSAC

IRIS/DMC N/A

JPL

NCEDC/BARD (Berkley/Stanford/
USGS)

ftp://quake.geo.berkeley.edu/pub/GSAC

NGS/NOAA

PANGA (Cent.Wash. Univ.)

PANGA (Univ. Washington)

PGC/WCDA ftp://sikanni.pgc.nrcan.gc.ca/pub/GSAC

SCEC ftp://ramsden.ucsd.edu/pub/GSAC

SOPAC

UNAVCO ftp://ftp.archive.unavco.ucar.edu/pub/GSAC

Univ. Texas-Austin N/A
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UNAVCO Facility
Archive 

NSF Long Term
- Campaigns
- Regional Perm.

Other Data Centers

- CDDIS (IGS Global Perm., NASA)
- SCEC (S. Calif. Campaign)
- NCEDC/BARD (N. Calif. Perm.)
- NGS (CORS, N. Amer. Perm.)

SIO Data Center

- Short-term Global Data
- Post-fit Orbit Data
- SCIGN (S. Calif. Perm.)

- PANGA (Pac. NW)
- IGSCB (IGS-JPL)
- Canada Pacific Geosciences Center

Automated
Data

Monument Metadata Exchange Table, Implemented at some Centers FY98 (highlighted in red below) 

 Interactive Data Request and GPS Solution Tables Format Definitions, Planned for FY99

GPS User Community Access

Other GSAC
Data Browsing
ToolsRequests

GSAC Selection

Data Holdings Exchange Table Defined FY98, Implementation Planned for FY99

to GPS Seamless Archive Centers

Figure 2-9. GPS Seamless Archive Center Overview. Red indicates archives where monument
metadata exchange tables have been implemented.

UNAVCO Archive
Database Query
Interface

SIO
Database Query

Data center-specific
Database Query
InterfaceInterface
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2.2.5 GSAC Web User-Interfaces

The second part of the seamless archive development focuses on implementing new interface
tools to make finding and recovering data easier. As discussed in last year’s report, the UN
Facility has been developing map-and temporal-interface tools that permit review of data
ings via the Web, both geographically and by time. The development of the prototype UNA
GSAC Query Interface (GQI) tool was successful in part due to negotiations with the N
Research Laboratory to obtain their Master Environmental Libraries (MEL) Java template
MEL software provides a unique framework for providing spatial, temporal, and tabular grap
query capability, all embedded in an interactive Java interface. This tool, currently retu
results for all participating GSAC’s, will have the capability for narrowing the search to indiv
ual centers or restricting the query to geographical areas, time periods, or keywords onc
information is included in the database in FY99. Once the entry level query has been for
request is submitted, via a Java socket and Structured Query Language (SQL) to the datab
information presented on the Query Results tool (Figure 2-10).

As in any database development, the bulk of the effort is in developing the database s
populating tables with accurate information, maintaining the information, and providing a va
of tools for data input and retrieval. The GQI currently gets information from on-line GS
tables which have been condensed into a development database and directly from a local m
UNAVCO’s Oracle database. In FY99 the database schema will be further modified to acco
date information from other GSAC’s and the process automated to ingest this informatio
UNAVCO’s operational database. Additional information, such as HTML links to on-line sc
tific documents, that can be accessed via GSAC/MEL queries will be included in the databa
be kept up to date.

While the GQI is designed to present space-time bounds of data groups, a UNAVCO-devel-
oped Interactive Zoom Map (IZMap) is designed to provide maps with point data such as monu
ment locations of GSAC holdings. IZMap has been implemented during FY98 to pr
monument locations from the UNAVCO database. IZMap is also being integrated into GQI t
play query results--for example, providing a map display of each GSAC’s monuments wi
selected region (Figure 2-10). IZMap, which uses the University of Hawaii GMT package
map engine, also displays features such as topography, tectonic plate boundaries, rivers a
ical boundaries. In FY99 station velocities, faults and earthquakes will be added. A tool to d
temporal information about individual data files is also planned.

An example of the use of the Java GQI is demonstrated in Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10. 
cessive display of screen images collected on one page in this report shows representati
shots that a user browsing for data will see. After entering GQI from a Web interface 
browser in Figure 2-9, the user requested a list of all GSAC server data holdings. The 
Query Results display at the top of Figure 2-10 is returned, with a web-active table of data 
(Tabular View) on the left, and a map interface (Spatial View) on the right. Clicking on the S
“Metadata” item in the Tabular View creates an IZMap plot of the monuments. Clicking on
SCEC “Data” item in the Tabular View results in the “GSAC Data Link” display on the left. F
here the user can go to SCEC and obtain GPS data for these monuments.
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UNAVCO GSAC Query via Web Interface

Java “IZMap”

Browse Report

Temporal View

Query Results

Browse Link

GSAC Data Link

Tabular View Spatial View

Figure 2-10. A representative sample of screens which display data and metadata results of a
query via UNAVCO’s GSAC Query Interface (GQI).
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In the GQI Spatial View, color coded rectangles denote the geographic extent of data holdings
from this query. By clicking on the Temporal button, the minimum and maximum time extent of
data holdings for the selected data set is shown as a bar graph (Temporal View). From the Browse
button, a group of links to reports about the data (documents, map images, etc.) are shown by
“page” icons in the Browse Report. Clicking on one of those pages displays the “Browse L
in this case a UNAVCO science snapshot about fault slip in southern California.

The current development version of the Java web interface for the GSAC as well as th
Interactive World Zoom Map (IZMap) can be found at http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/data/ under
the “Maps” section. In the next year, we will migrate the development version of the GSAC
base to operational status, automate the retrieval of tables from the GSAC sites, implem
space/time/keyword query capability, and complete the linkage between the graphical too
the GSAC database.

2.2.6 Data Distribution by CD-R media

The CD-R (recordable Compact Disk) attached to this report is an example of DMAG 
efforts to generate and distribute data CD’s, including scanned paper records and other in
tion. The raw data and RINEX data are stored in subdirectories on the CD and can be acce
the normal, hierarchical file system manner or via an Internet Browser. Figure 2-11 show
contents of the sample disk.

With a few mouse clicks from any standard web browser accessing the CD’s HTML 
file, a logsheet can be immediately inspected, for example, and the antenna height compar
the logsheet to that in a RINEX file. This was accomplished by using the UNAVCO on
archive database system to generate output HTML files which are also stored on the CD.
HTML files, which are identical to those that can be viewed by an on-line user, provide an e
sive set of tables cross-indexing metadata with the raw data, RINEX files, and scanned log
maps that are also stored on the CD.

As campaigns are processed through FY99 and added to the on-line archive we int
simultaneously “cut” CD-R’s for each campaign. A CD will be provided to the PI and a copy
in the physical storage area for replication in the event that more copies are needed. In th
the production is efficiently aligned with our normal operations. Current campaigns are ha
with highest priority, and older campaigns are handled as time permits. As DMAG frequ
receives requests to FAX or photo-copy and mail logsheets, the ability to provide digital im
of the logsheets will save time.
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2.2.7 Planned Activities for FY99

Highlights of priorities for data management and archiving for FY99 are:

1. Continued archiving of data from episodic GPS campaigns; 50 campaigns are targeted for
archiving in FY99.

2. Continued archiving of data from permanent stations; 42 stations continued from FY98
plus 72 new stations anticipated for FY99, including:

• near real-time data distribution for permanent station data

• dedicated NSF permanent station support via new Permanent Station Network
Engineer

• improved procedures for NSF permanent station coordination with NSF PIs

3. Archiving of legacy CIGNET station data obtained from NGS/NOAA for GPS we
372-645 (22 Feb 1987--23 May 1992). These data will allow investigators to com
high-precision orbits for this earlier time period in a modern reference frame. This e
includes working with NIMA to obtain DMA/NIMA orbits for this time period.

4. GPS Seamless Archive Center (GSAC) Activities:

• implement prototype seamless archive tools developed in FY98

• seek international and IGS support and active participation in the GSAC

• data distribution upon request via GSAC

UNAVCO GPS Archives CD Data Distribution

Campaign: Ethiopia/Uganda 1997
Principal Investigator: Prof. Roger Bilham
Institution: University of Colorado

Contents: HTML index, raw data, rinex data, maps, scanned log
sheets, site descriptions, field report, science report, and links to
external data sources.

CD Edition: UNAVCO_GID_1572:v1.0 7May1998
Contact: archive@unavco.ucar.edu
Website: http://www.unavco.ucar.edu

Figure 2-11. Example of CD-R Data Distribution
for R. Bilham’s Ethiopia/Uganda
1997 campaign. A sample CD is
included in the back cover of this
report.
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• establish a GSAC e-mail forum

5. Routine paper log scanning and CD-R production of campaign data, site descrip
field logs, RINEX, etc.

6. TEQC development, including:

• additional translators, e.g., Ashtech R-file, Trimble TSIP formats and GLONASS

• L1-only and GLONASS QC

7. Communications development, including:

• continued support and incremental development of LAPDOGS and TEQC

• continued integration of NSF permanent station data management into GNRT/GNE

• integration of Ashtech, Trimble, and TurboRogue download capabilities

8. Major database and database entry form migration to Oracle 8.0.

9. Additional database development and Web access including tracking of queries to 
outstanding data, permanent station descriptions, and data flow topology.

2.2.8 Data Management and Archiving Group (DMAG) Staff and Budget

Data Management and Archiving Group (DMAG) Staff

The DMAG staff in FY98/99 includes: 

Meertens, Chuck (Group Head): Responsible for the development, operations, and m
ment of the UNAVCO Facility Archive and related data management activities. Contributes 
development of the Java Web User Interface to the Archive. Supervises DMAG staff and ma
the group’s budgets. Member of the UNAVCO Management Team.

Estey, Lou (Software Engineer/Programmer): Supports a distributed user communi
accessing and interpreting data collected on campaigns and permanent station networks. 
sible for permanent station data archiving and contributes to archiving of campaign data, de
database tools, and develops strategies to meet evolving GPS data management needs. M
the UNAVCO Archive and Software Web pages. Co-developer for Java Web User Interface
manent station data management tools, and GPS Seamless Archive Center (GSAC) tools
ops and provides user support for the TEQC program and related Archive data ingestio
extraction tools using Perl, HTML, and SQL. Co-development of new databases and acces
for data management.

McCallum, Myron (Software Programmer/Systems Analyst): Administers and maintains
cle and AMASS software systems and significantly contributes to UNAVCO-wide system ad
istration. Responsible for the operation, support, maintenance and development of the 
RDBMS. Project leader for the development and implementation of the seamless archive,
data transfer, automatic scanning system, and the LDM data transfer activities. Contribu
archiving of campaign and permanent station data. Primary developer of SQL/Perl/data ext
tools from the Archive. Responds to data requests to extract data from the Archive.
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Mencin, David (Development and Testing Engineer): Responsible for developing and testing
remote communications software for automated data collection and retrieval from a diverse set of
GPS receivers and communication and computer systems. Supports the new Permanent Station
Network Data Engineer with communication software issues.

Richardson, Vera (Archive Assistant): Responsible for in-office support to the data manage-
ment group by updating and maintaining Archive data records, in addition to organizing and
entering metadata into the Archive. Primary contact with investigators for transferring campaign
data to UNAVCO. Works with investigators to determine status of outstanding datasets and mov-
ing these data to the Archive when found.

TBD Staff Replacement (Archivist/Database Systems Development): Assists with data entry
for campaign and permanent stations. Responsible for new Oracle database schema development
and maintenance of the Archive Database. Assists with Oracle programming and develops new
SQL-based reporting tools. Development of new databases and access tools for data management.
Development of tools to streamline data and metadata entry into the Archive and automated
extraction of data and metadata from the Archive, including campaign CD-R layout.

TBD New position (Permanent Station Network Data Engineer): New position dedicated to
NSF permanent stations and support of NSF investigators and field engineers on NSF projects.
Responsible for starting, maintaining, and monitoring data flow from permanent stations to the
UNAVCO Archive and other GSAC’s, providing direct support to investigators to obtain 
from permanent stations in near real-time (daily for 24-hour files, hourly for 1-hour files, e
and handling episodic data transfer from sites via physical media (e.g ZIP, 4-mm DAT, 8
CD-R, floppies) to the UNAVCO Archive. These activities include: determining the current 
flow topology from sites to all data recipients, determining the nature of hardware, firmware
or software failures and providing solutions, monitoring data flow from permanent stations to
recipients and then finding and reducing data flow bottlenecks, establishing alternate dat
paths, and acquiring and maintaining accurate permanent station logs obtained from invest

Cavanaugh, Carolynn and Ramus, Jason (Student Assistant): Entry of campaign metad
the Archive. Operation of tools for automatic scanning of log sheets and campaign CD-R la

Budget

As seen in Table 2-9, expenditures for DMAG in FY98 were $28,387 under budget c
primarily by under expenditures for staff salary. This was due primarily to a significant u
expenditure by Chuck Meertens, the group head, because of commitments to other proje
the hiring of a campaign archivist later in the year than anticipated. Expenditures were ov
budgeted amounts for the Oracle upgrade and for temporary help employed while fillin
archivist position.

The requested budget for FY99 exceeds the FY98 budget by $133,544 for several re
The primary increase is for a new 1.0 FTE position devoted to supporting the flow of data
NSF-supported permanent stations to the PI institution, the UNAVCO Archive, and other in
tional analysis centers as required by the project. This is considered the highest priority u
need by the UNAVCO Steering Committee and the Facility. The functions of this positio
described in detail above under “TBD--Permanent Station Network Data Engineer” w
includes primary responsibility for getting data from NSF permanent stations to the P
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UNAVCO archive. Experience over the last several years has shown that reliable data flow
requires daily attention and technical support to a growing list of permanent stations. The critical
failure would be to find that this data, gained at considerable cost on a project-by-project basis,
were not available to future investigators. Supporting its safe archival at this time is a necessary
investment on behalf of the broader research community.

The second staff increase shown in the FY99 budget request is a reallocation of a portion of
the Web Administrator role to the DMAG. The Worldwide Web is the primary interface tool to the
community for TEQC, data communications support and archive access. Accordingly, the
UNAVCO Steering Committee has directed that a portion of the Web Administrator function
(20%) be placed under the DMAG budget. Finally, the Database Engineer position funded at .25
FTE in FY98 has been moved under DAG. The net effect of these staff changes is a 1.2 FTE
increase in DMAG staff.

Other costs anticipated for FY99 are consistent with recent years’ experience. The FY9
get does include funding for three new workstations to replace systems that will be three ye
by FY99. These are the development systems used by DMAG staff for TEQC, LAPDOGS
seamless archive development work, as well as normal e-mail and administrative functions
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Table 2-9: DMAG Budget and Expenditures for FY98 and FY99 Budget

NSF - Data Management and Archiving FY98 FY99
FTE Projected Expend. FTE

Budg. Budgeted (thru 11/15/98) Budg. Budgeted

Salaries
Meertens 0.50 31,361                19,980                0.40 26,245                 
Software Engineers/Programmers 1.50 82,471                84,975                1.60 86,887                 
Campaign Archivist (TBD - hired late FY98) 1.00 29,173                11,475                0.75 37,123                 
Permanent Station Archivist (TBD) 0.00 0 0 1.00 49,496                 
Archive Assistant (Richardson) 0.50 13,867                13,458                0.50 13,909                 
Web Administrator (Riley - FY98 in DAG) 0.00 0 0 0.20 6,780                   
Database Engineer (Buschmann) 0.25 9,821                  7,361                  0.00 0
Student Assistants (Ramus & Cavanaugh) 0.50 9,805                  11,701                1.00 26,000                 

Total Salaries  4.25 176,498               148,950               5.45 246,440               

Benefit Rate (FY98=47.3% staff, 9.5% students, 84,366                71,198                111,433               
FY99=49.3% staff, 10.6% students)

Materials and Supplies
Data Management PC 2,750                  3,575                  0
General Materials (replacement parts, etc.) 3,000                  1,347                  2,500                   
Archive Computer Media (DLT, CDR, 4mm, 8mm, 2,900                  7,475                  3,900                   
Network Interface 0 0 750                     
Serial Port Expander 700                     0 0
Journal Subscriptions/Books/Dues 400                     529                     400                     
ISDN Line Hardware 300                     986                     300                     
Office Supplies/Copier Paper 200                     614                     500                     

Total Materials and Supplies  10,250                14,526                8,350                   

Purchased Services
Software (Oracle, DLT,Seamless Database, Comp 12,500                15,766                15,700                 
Temp. Help (Archivist) 5,000                  16,865                0
Training (Database/Java/Corba) 0 0 2,500                   
Archive System Maintenance (CPU, DISK, and PC 2,000                  0 2,000                   
Monthly Service for 2 Modem Lines 2,200                  1,713                  1,700                   
Monthly Service for ISDN Line 1,800                  1,240                  1,300                   
General Services 1,600                  3,103                  1,300                   
Long-Distance Phone/Fax/Cellular/Pager 1,000                  1,317                  1,300                   
Copier/Printer/Fax Maintenance 800                     877                     900                     
Freight/Postage/Express Mail 600                     225                     600                     

Total Purchased Services  27,500                41,106                27,300                 

Travel
Domestic Travel 2,000                  2,851                  4,000                   
Local Travel 100                     145                     100                     

Total Travel  2,100                  2,996                  4,100                   

Equipment  
Computer Workstations (3 at $5,100 each) 0 0 15,300                 

Equipment Total  0 0 15,300                 

Total Direct Costs  300,713               278,776               412,923               

Indirect Rate (FY98=29.4%, FY99=27.6%) 88,410                81,960                109,744               

Total  4.25 389,123               360,736               5.45 522,667               
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2.3 Facility Management and Operations
The activities considered under Facility management and operations include both the supervi-

sion of Facility managers and the various functions that are necessary for the Data Acquisition
and Data Management and Archiving Groups to do their jobs. Functionally, the positions included
here are the Facility Manager, Facility Administrator, Systems Administrator, Web Administrator
and Administrative Assistant. Within the UCAR structure, these functions are programmatically
or direct-funded, rather than being funded under overhead or indirect costs. This includes the cost
of computer and network systems when replacements or upgrades are required.

2.3.1 Management and Operations for FY98

The UNAVCO Facility resides administratively in the GPS Science and Technology Program
(GST) within the UCAR Office of Programs (UOP). GST was created in FY98 to alleviate histor-
ical confusion about UCAR’s use of the name “UNAVCO” for its GPS program and to signify
broad multi-disciplinary nature of GST’s activities. GST includes the UNAVCO Facility an
GPS Research Group that focuses on ground- and space-based GPS applications for atm
sensing. The interest and concerns of the Facility are represented to UCAR by the participa
the GST Director in the senior level management functions of UCAR. The Facility accord
pays a minor part of the GST Director’s salary (5% from NSF in FY98) for this representatio
for meeting supervisory responsibility over the Facility Manager.

The Facility Manager supervises the managers of the Data Acquisition and Data Manag
and Archiving Groups to ensure the Facility is meeting its obligations to its sponsors and co
nity in an efficient, timely and cost-effective manner. Figure 2-12 shows the current Facility 
ture which is very similar to FY97. The Facility Manager is also the business manager, w
proposals and annual reports, negotiating funding levels, and ensuring the infrastructure 
by the Facility to perform effectively is available. In addition, the Facility Manager support
work of the Steering Committee and community working groups including providing ad
logistics support and funding for their activities. The Facility Manager often provides staff-
support to the Steering Committee on issues that require investigative or analysis suppo
primary focus in FY98 was advising and supporting the Steering Committee in recruiting th
entific Director, in developing revised UNAVCO Bylaws, in implementing the reorganiza
plan, hosting five Steering Committee meetings, and in organizing and supporting the A
Community Meeting. The Facility Manager also played an essential role in orchestrating a
community buy of GPS receivers which saved substantial costs based on a quantity discou
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Several critical support functions are supervised by the Facility Manager. The Facility Admin-
istrator performs the primary budgeting and financial management activities and ensures Facility
space, government property, and security requirements are met. Most Facility subcontracting and
purchasing is also handled through this position. The Facility Administrator had the primary bur-
den for the large equipment purchases made in 1998 and supported a number of UNAVCO sub-
contracts including one with Northwestern University to fund the UNAVCO Scientific Director.

The Facility Systems Administrator designs and implements the necessary network and com-
puting systems required for normal office desk top support, including word processing, spread-
sheets, e-mail, graphics, scientific computing, database support, and networking to ensure robust
and secure connectivity to the outside world. Considerable systems support is also provided to the
data management and archive hardware and software management systems including the RAID

Figure 2-12. Organization of the UNAVCO Facility showing NSF and NASA-
supported staff.
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and DLT systems. A major revamping of the Facility network was undertaken in FY98, with sig-
nificant improvement in system performance and reliability as well as participation in a major
UCAR security initiative to reduce the impact of hackers. The implementation of a UCAR-
imposed network “firewall” designed to reduce loss of capability due to hackers required th
independent network to the outside world be established to maintain connectivity to the man
manent GPS stations supported by the Facility--the Facility has primary download respons
for many of these stations.

The Facility Web Administrator also reports to the Facility Manager, since UNAVCO’s W
wide Web presence is critical to all aspects of its operations, including outreach and com
support. Finally, the Facility requires normal administrative support which is provided by
Administrative Assistant for office support, desk top publishing, meeting coordination, and 
support. This position performs the desk-top publishing function for proposals and reports,
tains the community database, and provides travel, logistics and administrative support for
ing Committee Meetings and the Annual Community Meeting.

2.3.2 UNAVCO Web Site

Within the past year, the UNAVCO web site has evolved from a relative patchwork of i
mation into a coherent source of technical data and UNAVCO community information. Imp
ments have been made at many levels including a server upgrade, adding search ca
improving site navigation and design, and establishing various on-line e-mail forums. Nets
Enterprise Server 3.0 was implemented, offering improved performance in supporting the
plus documents on the site and a new search capability which enables ad hoc querying
entire web site.

The Facility has implemented a distributed publication process to improve the quality an
rency of information and decrease the time to publish updates. Authoring and editing task
been distributed to various subject-matter experts in the Facility. The Web Administrator tr
these staff in HTML and various site management tools so that they can place new and u
information directly into their respective sections of the web site. Using this process, a 
review and update of the site including the underlying file structure was completed in April 
Links were also added to other university groups providing data processing and technology
opment support to the UNAVCO community. The result is a more comprehensive, comm
wide presence on the Worldwide Web as shown in Figure 2-13.
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A variety of e-mail forums and archives were developed and put on-line in 1998. These
include the TEQC e-mail forum and mail archive to support the 90 registered users of UNAV
data translation, editing and quality check software; e-mail forums and archives for the A
spheric, Tectonic, Technology, and Volcano Hazards Working Groups; and an e-mail foru
quently asked questions (FAQ) for GPS equipment support. Majordomo, a public domain m
server is used to automatically handle subscriptions and information requests. All e-mail s
these lists is indexed and converted into HTML for on-line viewing directly or via a search 
bility.

2.3.3 Management and Operations for FY99

The priority for management of the UNAVCO Facility in FY99 will remain two-fold, with t
first priority continuing to be the efficient and cost-effective operation of the UNAVCO Fac
on behalf of NSF and NASA-funded investigators. The second priority will be to continue
porting the goals and activities of the ongoing UNAVCO reorganization. A principal task u
the first priority is to ensure that management and operations costs are both contained and

Figure 2-13. UNAVCO’s Worldwide Web homepage.
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equitably between Facility sponsors. In that regard, the Facility and NSF have benefited over the
last several years from a proactive NASA sponsor who has shown an increased willingness to
fund core functions of the Facility. NASA’s chosen priority is the Facility role in maintenanc
the international GPS infrastructure required for all GPS-based research applications. W
increased NASA role by the Facility, the cost-share between NSF and NASA of manageme
operations costs is approaching 50%-50%.

On the second priority, the Facility Manager and Administrator, the Administrative Assis
and the Web Administrator spend considerable time supporting what are clearly community
ities. In recognition of this fact, the Steering Committee has directed the Facility Manager 
direct 20% of these individuals’ time currently funded under management and operations to
munity activities. This is most certainly a conservative estimate, given past history and 
plans for increased outreach such as an AGU booth and production of science-based o
materials, increased community meetings and workshops, and the re-writing of the UNA
Bylaws which may lead to the incorporation of UNAVCO as a not-for-profit corporation. A
these activities will require participation, and in some cases a leading role, by Facility staff.

2.3.4 Management and Operations Staff and Budget for FY99

Management and Operations Staff

The management and operations staff for FY98/99 includes:

Ware, Randolph (GST Director): Responsible for oversight of the GST Program of UC
Supervises the UNAVCO Facility Manager and represents the Facility within the UCAR ma
ment structure.

Shiver, Wayne (UNAVCO Facility Manager): Provides management and oversight of the
to-day operations of the UNAVCO Facility. Interacts with Program Managers in the various 
ing agencies. Works directly with UNAVCO Steering Committee, Scientific Director, work
groups, member representatives, institutions, and Principal Investigators to establish priori
Facility activities and resources. Interacts with GPS manufacturers and other vendors on be
the UNAVCO Community.

Barrett, Twyla (Facility Administrator): Helps develop and implement UNAVCO’s financ
management and budget plans, including compliance with all contractual requirements. Se
liaison for UCAR Finance, Purchasing, Administration, Human Resources, Facilities, an
Office of Programs. Processes all financial reports for project costs and invoicing. Respons
physical site management, including space and security. Member of the UNAVCO Manag
Team.

Riley, Jim (Web Administrator): Responsible for UNAVCO’s web presence. Maintains 
server and related software, coordinates community web publishing efforts, and d
UNAVCO web site. Proposes and implements system enhancements. Writes programs and
to enhance system performance and expand interactive web functionality. Supports development
of outreach material including reports, proposals and brochures.

Crawford, Scott (Systems Administrator): Responsible for support of both scientific
office computer operations. Maintains and monitors installation and upgrades of hardwa
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software systems, and troubleshoots and repairs hardware and network problems. Proposes and
implements systems enhancements. Writes programs and scripts to increase system functionality.

Yevsyukova, Mariya (Administrative Assistant): Provides administrative support for the
Facility Manager, the UNAVCO Scientific Director and Steering Committee, and DMAG. Pre-
pares technical papers, reports and proposals. Coordinates travel for staff and visitors.

Budget

The management and operations expenditures for FY98 were $10,558 over budget (Table 2-
10). The only noteworthy over expenditure was for two computer workstations necessary because
UCAR phased out institutional support for Macintosh systems which required conversion to NT
systems for administrative staff. Additional disk storage was also purchased for Facility-wide use.

As already discussed, 20% of the Facility Manager, Facility Administrator, and Web Adminis-
trator, and an additional 20% of the Administrative Assistant, were moved in FY99 from manage-
ment and operations to community support. The total NSF share for the Facility Manager and
Administrator was increased from .45 FTE to .50 FTE recognizing the increased overall level of
activity anticipated due to the FY99 proposal writing effort. The budgets for the Systems Admin-
istrator and Administrative Assistant are actually reduced, reflecting increased funding for these
functions from NASA and other sources. The 0.1 FTE support for Web Administration reflects a
move of that position from the Data Acquisition Group to supervision by the Facility Manager. A
half-time student assistant was added to perform lower level administrative work such as copying,
travel vouchers, time cards, etc. With the pluses and minuses for staff shown in Table 2-10, the
overall management and operations budget decreases by $64,188 from FY98 to FY99. 
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Table 2-10: Management and Operations Budget and Expenditures for FY98 and FY99 
Budget

NSF - Management and Operations Group FY98 FY99
FTE  Projected Expend. FTE

Budg. Budgeted (thru 11/15/98) Budg. Budgeted

Salaries
Director (Ware) 0.05 4,995                   5,062                   0.05 4,504                   
Facility Manager (Shiver) 0.45 37,688                 43,018                 0.30 25,272                 
Program Administrator (Barrett) 0.45 23,647                 22,958                 0.30 14,344                 
Systems Administrator (Crawford) 0.70 39,362                 36,995                 0.60 29,765                 
Web Administrator (Riley - FY98 in DAG) 0.00 0 0 0.10 3,390                   
Administrative Assistant (Yevsyukova) 0.75 23,733                 17,435                 0.35 10,156                 
Student Assistant (Wood - 3 months in FY98) 0.00 0 2,741                   0.50 7,540                   

Total Salaries  2.40 129,425               128,209               2.20 94,971                 

Benefit Rate (FY98=47.3% staff, 9.5% students, 61,865                 61,284                 43,903                 
FY99=49.3% staff, 10.6% students)

Materials and Supplies
Computer Media/Supplies 4,200                   2,252                   3,500                   
Back-Up Tape Drive 3,000                   3,000                   0
Network Interface 0 0 2,500                   
General Materials 2,500                   929                     2,000                   
Office Supplies 2,000                   1,796                   2,000                   
Server Room Storage and Office Furniture 1,000                   3,300                   1,000                   
Journal Subscriptions/Dues/Books 400                     75                       200                     

Total Materials and Supplies  13,100                 11,352                 11,200                 

Purchased Services
Temp. Help (Admin./Sys. Admin.) 8,000                   5,240                   0
Systems Maintenance 5,000                   2,000                   7,500                   
Applications/Operating System Software 4,356                   3,498                   4,000                   
Long-distance Phone/Fax 2,000                   1,186                   2,000                   
Copier/Printer/Fax Maintenance 2,000                   651                     1,500                   
Training 1,500                   992                     1,300                   
Modem Line 1,500                   1,258                   1,300                   
Express Mail/Postage/Freight 700                     505                     700                     
General Services 600                     3,866                   3,000                   

Total Purchased Services  25,656                 19,196                 21,300                 

Travel 
Domestic 5,600                   8,738                   7,500                   
Foreign 0 1,449                   0
Local Travel 250                     149                     250                     

Total Travel  5,850                   10,336                 7,750                   

Equipment
Computer Workstations (2 at $5,100 each) 0 10,200                 0
Facility Data Storage (Disk Consolidation) 0 7,500                   0
Server 0 0 12,500                 

Total Equipment  0 17,700                 12,500                 

Total Direct Costs  235,896               248,077               191,624               

Indirect Rate (FY98=29.4%, FY99=27.6%) 69,354                 67,731                 49,438                 

Total  2.40 305,250               315,808               2.20 241,062               
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3.0 Other UNAVCO Activities and Services

This section of the report highlights the activities of other university-led groups that provide
data processing and technology development support under the UNAVCO umbrella. These partic-
ular efforts are funded under individual PI grants to their respective institutions and not through
the UNAVCO facilities grant from EAR-I&F. These sections are shown as submitted by the Prin-
cipal Investigators.

3.1 Data Processing Support

3.1.1 GAMIT Support

The MIT Analysis Group (Tom Herring, Bob King, and Simon McClusky) was funded for
three activities supporting GPS investigators using the GAMIT and GLOBK software: improving
the utility of the software for a broad spectrum of users; improving the documentation; and pro-
viding training for investigators and their overseas collaborators. The first two tasks benefit the
most users and hence have been given highest priority. 

Software enhancements have sought improved accuracy, more transparent user interfaces for
installation and analysis, and better feedback to users for anomalous data files or incorrect setup
of control parameters. The most important new feature is the ability to generate post-fit residuals
for individual stations and satellites, thus allowing more reliable repair of cycle-slips, easier iden-
tification of problems, a more rigorous and flexible weighting scheme for the observations, and
line-of-sight mapping of atmospheric water vapor and signal multipathing. Maps of phase residu-
als for 27 continuous stations in Southern California and Central Asia can be viewed on the MIT
group’s web page at http://www-mitg.mit.edu. Other enhancements of the software during the past
year include more efficient pre-processing, expansion of the types of receivers and antennas
allowed, radiation-pressure and transmitting antenna models for Block IIR satellites, better repre-
sentation of satellite attitude (yaw) to insure cancellation of errors for regional networks, new
parameters to model atmospheric gradients, new methods for reference frame definition, and
improved scripts for generating time series of station coordinates delays and maps of velocities.
This development consumed 0.6 FTE’s between January 1997 and June 1998, of which 0
charged to the UNAVCO NSF grant and 0.15 to an infrastructure grant from the Southern C
nia Earthquake Center (SCEC), and 0.3 to research grants. Priority upgrades not complete
first year but planned for next year include “stitching” together of single-day orbital arcs to f
tate long-term studies of Earth rotation and more reliable orbit determination, the ability to
mate more than one atmospheric gradient parameter per day, full implementation of the eff
ocean tides on station behavior, and more robust resolution of phase ambiguities. Much
effort for the last two of these is being contributed by colleagues at SOPAC.

The MIT Group has updated the GAMIT and GLOBK documentation and written a new
tion of the GLOBK manual to provide analysts with a better understanding of the method
for defining a reference frame and current examples for regional and global networks. The
web page now includes an overview of the software and an indexed section of frequently
questions. The documentation effort required 0.15 FTE, which was charged to the UNA
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grant. During the coming year the group will expand both the printed and web documentation in
response to suggestions from users. 

Since March 1997, MIT has hosted 17 visitors involved in data processing for NSF-supported
investigations. All but two of these are associated with projects of MIT scientists (Reilinger and
Burchfiel) and most of the expenses were borne by these scientists, their collaborating foreign
institutions, or, in the case of a two-week workshop of Eastern Mediterranean collaborators, by an
NSF International Programs grant (INT-9724114). The UNAVCO grant assisted, however, by
supporting salary and computer expenses associated with software enhancements, trouble-shoot-
ing, and documentation stimulated by the training of these visitors. The most direct support for
most GAMIT/GLOBK users has been provided by e-mail correspondence in response to ques-
tions and problems arising in data analysis. This effort amounts to about a half-hour per day, or
0.05 FTE during the course of the year.

Approximately 10% of the MIT support effort is devoted to distribution of the software,
including preparation of source and executable files and release notes. GAMIT/GLOBK can be
run in principle on any Unix operating system. Installation is easy and well tested for Sun, HP, and
DEC workstations; tested but slightly more difficult on a PC running LINUX; and currently in
testing for IRIX on SGI and AIX on IBM workstations. Complete releases of the software were
issued in September 1997 and June 1998. Incremental updates are available to fix important bugs
or for beta-testing at intervals of 2-3 months. There are currently 80 GAMIT/GLOBK licenses
held by analysis groups world-wide. Active users at US academic and governmental institutions
and international collaborators working with US scientists are listed in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1: GAMIT Users

Investigator Institution Region or Topic of Study

US Academic

Agnew UC San Diego S California

Bock UC San Diego S California, Sumatra, water vapor

Burchfiel MIT SW China, Bulgaria

Hamburger Indiana U Central Asia 

Bevis U Hawaii Central Andes, SW Pacific, water vapor

Davis/Wernicke Harvard/Caltech N Basin and Range

Jackson UCLA S California, N China

Kogan Lamont NE Asia 

McCaffrey RPI Indonesia, Cascadia

Hager, Herring, Molnar MIT Central Asia 

Murray Stanford U Cascadia

Reilinger MIT E Med., S Cal/Mexico 

Romanowicz/Murray UC Berkeley N California 

Silver, Stevens UC Santa Cruz Papua New Guinea 
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Smalley U Memphis Central Andes, New Madrid, Scotia Arc

US Government 

Gutman NOAA/FSL Water vapor

Hudnut USGS Pasadena Southern California, Mexico

Sauber NASA Goddard Alaska

International 
Collaborators 
Institution, Country Investigator US Collaborators

AUSLIG, Australia Hendy Bevis (Hawaii), Bock (UCSD) 

ANU, Australia Lambeck McCaffrey (RPI)

U Canberra, Australia Morgan Bock (UCSD), Hager/Herring/King (MIT)

Chengdu Instit. Geology, China Chen Burchfiel/King (MIT)

SSB Tianjin, China Li Shen/Jackson (UCLA)

NRIAG Egypt Mousa Reilinger (MIT)

CNRS Valbonne, France Calais Dixon (Miami), DeMets (Wisconsin)

ENS Paris, France Vigny McCaffrey (RPI), Bilham (Colorado) 

BAKOSURTANAL,
Indonesia 

Puntodewo Bock (UCSD), McCaffrey (RPI)

Tel Aviv University, Israel Wdowinski Bock (UCSD), Dixon (Miami), Bevis

GSI Tsukuba, Japan Hatanaka, Miyazaki Bock/Fang (UCSD), Herring/King (MIT)

NIED, Tsukuba, Japan Shimada Bock (UCSD), Herring (MIT)

IVTRAN,
Kyrgyz Republic

Zubovich Hager, Herring, Molnar (MIT)

CICESE, Mexico Gonzalez Reilinger (MIT) 

UNAM, Mexico Sanchez Hudnut (USGS), DeMets(Wisconsin)

IAVH, Rabat, Morocco Ben Sari Reilinger (MIT)

GNS, New Zealand Beavan Bevis (Hawaii), Bock (UCSD)

NMB, Papua New Guinea English McCaffrey (RPI)

IPE Moscow, Russia Prilepin Reilinger (MIT)

RAAC Moscow, Russia Steblov Kogan (Lamont)

ITU, Istanbul, Turkey Barka, Tali Reilinger (MIT

TUBITAK, Istanbul,
Turkey

Ergintav Reilinger (MIT)

Table 3-1: GAMIT Users
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3.1.2 Bernese Support

Beginning in fiscal year 1998, the UCAR/GST GPS Research Group was funded to support
the Bernese GPS processing software. The funding for this work was part of a grant to the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) from the National Science Foundation (NSF) to provide
data processing support. In the past year, the GPS Research Group has conducted personalized
classes for investigators, software installation/configuration assistance, e-mail support, and web
site development.

Over the last year, nine people have visited Boulder to receive Bernese training (Table 3-2).
The goal of the training is to provide the investigator with the fundamental knowledge and skills
needed so that an individual is able to return to their home institution and begin using the Bernese
software as a research tool. On a typical visit, one or two people from an institution visit for a
week of intensive training. Topics covered during the visit include operational training, software
installation and configuration, and advice on data analysis strategies. By offering these personal-
ized training sessions, the researcher has the time and attention of the GPS Research Group staff
so that they can discuss and experiment with data analysis strategies relevant to that researchers
problems. This includes continuous network processing, campaign mode processing, and atmo-
spheric network processing. It also allows for the researcher to process some of their own data
sets in an environment where often times one or more members of the staff has previous experi-
ence processing similar data sets. The table below lists the investigators and students who have
been to Boulder for Bernese training classes.

After investigators return home from the Boulder training classes, they frequently need addi-
tional support through e-mail and phone conversations. Typically, there are a few conversations a
month between each of the researchers and a member of the GPS Research Group.

In addition to the training classes offered, a set of web pages has been created and linked to
the UNAVCO home page. These pages include advice on where to access satellite orbits and IGS
RINEX files, coordinate reference frame information, Bernese Processing Engine (BPE) tutorials
and scripts, and a Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) list. The web pages are meant to be a supple-
ment to the Bernese 4.0 Software manual. As part of the supplement to the manual, an on-line

Table 3-2: Bernese training participants

Name Institution

Dave Manaker University of California, Davis

Becky Bendick University of Colorado

WuLung University of Utah

Cathy Thibault University of Indiana

P. Banarjee University of California, Davis / Dehra Dhun, India

John Paul University of Colorado / CMMACS, Bangalor, India

Mike Schmidt Pacific Geosciences Center, Canada

Tom James Pacific Geosciences Center, Canada

Yuan Lu Pacific Geosciences Center, Canada
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tutorial has been created to teach new users how to operate the Bernese software and the BPE.
The BPE is a tool that is used to automate GPS data processing. This part of the Bernese software
was written in a combined effort between the GPS Research Group and the University of Berne.
The tutorial provides users with training and examples on using the BPE. In addition to the tuto-
rial and advice offered on the web page, BPE scripts and processing tools are available for down-
load and installation. These tools include a generic BPE processing utility that can be installed to
process most data sets.

3.2 Improved Measurement Accuracy

The primary task related to improving measurement accuracy undertaken by the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) is the development of a Multipath Calibration System (MCS).
The MCS consists of a “multipath-free” antenna, which we assumed in the proposal woul
high-gain paraboloid antenna, to be used to create a short baseline with the GPS antenna t
ibrated for multipath and electrical phase-center variations. To fabricate the MCS antenn
GPS receiver from scratch would have been exceedingly expensive; we therefore propose
existing components. The first year of the MCS project has been used to study carefully t
main components of the system: the high-gain paraboloid antenna and the GPS receiver. 
understanding of the operating characteristics of these components are required to make
choices in the purchase of these “off-the-shelf” components.

Based on our conversations with others in the community, we conclude that the calib
system would need to be useful down to at least 10º elevation, and the lower the better. W
performed calculations that indicate that, with proper illumination, a 3-m diameter dish c
used to achieve sub-mm multipath errors below 10º elevation. We have also looked into the
bility of using phase-array antennas, but concluded that these would be too costly for the ac
required.

We have performed a number of zero-baseline tests with different receivers to unde
their noise and operating characteristics. The preliminary results of the zero-baseline tests 
that the performance of most of the receivers is generally sub-millimeter for L1, somewhat 
for L2.

The elevation-angle dependence of the L2 residuals especially is pronounced. None
receivers except possibly the Ashtech Z-12 perform at the 1-mm level for both L1 and L2 do
10º elevation. The pronounced elevation-angle dependence for the L2 residuals is an art
doubt of the way the L2 correlation is perform in these codeless L2 receivers. As the ele
angle decreases, there is a significant drop in signal-to-noise ration (SNR). It is possible t
Ashtech “Z-tracking” method reduces this problem.

3.3 SOPAC Data Archive and Analysis Support

The Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center (SOPAC) at Scripps Institution of Ocean
phy (SIO) has been archiving and analyzing global and regional continuous GPS data sinc
SOPAC is committed to collecting, archiving, and publishing high-quality continuous GPS d
a timely manner to support the global GPS research community.
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3.3.1 Computer Facilities

SIO’s archiving facilities are made up of a distributed network of Sun Ultra Sparc wor
tions and one SGI data server. Data are collected, quality checked and stored on 250GB
mary on-line magnetic disk storage. Older data are stored on an 8-drive magneto-
removable cartridge library, providing over 500GB of on-line secondary storage. Figure
depicts SIO’s archiving computer network. The increase in on-line storage capacity has m
possible for SIO to put all data on-line, eliminating the need for data requests. User activ
increased over 100% since the end of 1997, and we are projecting an average of over 100
transfers per month in 1998.

3.3.2 IGS Activities

SOPAC maintains one of the three Global Data Centers for the International GPS S
(IGS). Continuous data from over 350 IGS stations are collected, quality-controlled, and arc
(Table 3-3 & Table 3-4). In addition, SOPAC is one of nine IGS Analysis Centers, computing
cise satellite orbits, Earth orientation, and weekly SINEX global solution files. The SO
Director is a member of the IGS Governing Board and chairman of the IGS Infrastructure 
mittee. 

3.3.3  U.S. Regional Arrays

SOPAC is the primary data archive of continuous GPS data collected by the Southern C
nia Integrated GPS Network (SCIGN), and is a UNAVCO archive for continuous GPS data
from 60+ continuous SCIGN stations are currently archived. The array is in the process of
expanded to 250 stations. SOPAC also archives data from the Bay Area Regional Defor
(BARD) array in northern California, the Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array (PANGA), and
NOAA Continuously Operating Reference Station (CORS) network. Most recently, SOPAC
begun archiving data from the North Basin and Range (NBAR) array (B. Wernicke and J. D
PI’s).

SOPAC is one of two analysis centers for SCIGN (the other is JPL) and is responsib
downloading and maintaining about 20% of the network (USGS Pasadena is responsible
other 80%). 

In our efforts to support regional arrays, SOPAC provides web pages to document c
information, site logs, additional site information, ftp statistics for the arrays data, site map
links and additional miscellaneous information. SOPAC would like to customize these pa
best suit the needs of regional arrays. To gain access to the personalized web pages plea
http://lox.ucsd.edu/permanentGPSSites.
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Table 3-3: GPS arrays archived at SIO and number of sites (circa July 1998)

Array Code Array Name Number

IGS IGS Global Network 110

SCIGN Southern California Integrated GPS Network 53

ARGN Australian Regional GPS Network 10

BARD Bay Area Regional Deformation Array, California 24

CORS U.S. Continuous Operating Reference Stations 91

EUREF European Reference Network 45
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Figure 3-1. “GARNER” Data Archive at SOPAC.
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INEGI Instituto Nacional de Estadística, Geografía e Informática, 
Mexico

1

PANGA Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array 9

SOI Survey of Israel 3

WCDA Western Canada Deformation Array 7

MISC Miscellaneous sites 14

Total 367

Table 3-4: GPS data archives used to complete SOPAC’s RINEX file data holdings

Source Address

Agenzia Spaziale Italiana geodaf.mt.asi.it

Australian Surveying and Land Information Group ftp.auslig.gov.au

Crustal Dynamics Data Information System cddisa.gsfc.nasa.gov

Institut Geographique National mozart.ensg.ign.fr

Bundsumt fur Kartographic und Geodasie igs.ifag.de

Geosciences Operational Data Center gracie.grdl.noaa.gov

Central Washington University panga.cwu.edu

Canadian Active Control System macs.geod.emr.ca

Forecast Systems Laboratory spruce.fsl.noaa.gov

Australian Academy of Science, Institute of Space Research 
– Dept. of Satellite Geodesy

flubiw01.tu-graz.ac.at

University of Washington ftp.geophys.washington.edu

Jet Propulsion Laboratory bodhi.jpl.nasa.gov

Survey of Israel ftp1.netvision.net.il

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute inusa.geo.rpi.edu

Royal Observatory of Belgium ftpserver.oma.be

Regional GPS Data Acquisition/Analysis Center on Northern 
Eurasia

ria.ipmnet.r

United States Geological Survey dixie.gps.caltech.edu

Table 3-3: GPS arrays archived at SIO and number of sites (circa July 1998)
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3.3.4 Archive Access Statistics 

The following figure (Figure 3-2) shows access statistics (via anonymous ftp) for users of the
SOPAC archive from each of the U.S. regional arrays that we archive. 

The following graphs (Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4) show the breakdown of the usage of the
SOPAC archive by U.S. UNAVCO institutions (top ten users). 

Figure 3-2. SOPAC Access Statistics of Regional U.S. Users.

Figure 3-3. Top Ten Educational Domains of SOPAC Users.
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A more general look at the ftp statistics compares how U.S. domains use the UNAVCO
archiving facility at Scripps. 

3.3.5 IGPP Geophysical Mass Storage Facility

The Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics (IGPP) at SIO maintains a geophysical
mass storage facility which presently includes optical, magnetic, and tape storage robots. The
mainstay of the long-term storage is a 8TB DLT Library manufactured by Storage Tech. The Leg-
acy Metrum system is currently being phased out, but still provides an additional 2 TB of storage.
In addition, the system includes over 600GB of 5 1/4” rewriteable optical storage (HP) whi
in turn, fronted by over 250 GB of magnetic storage using either software raid or hardwar
Presently stored are a variety of geophysical data including multichannel seismic, global se
seismic array, GPS, Geosat, and SAR data.

3.3.6  Seamless Geodetic Archive

SOPAC is currently implementing a ORDBMS that will contain information related to con
uous GPS arrays, ranging from raw data to data products. This database is in part model
the Seamless Archive schema developed jointly by UNAVCO’s Boulder Facility, Scripps In
tion of Oceanography, and others.

Scripps has developed a first generation in-house tool to automate the data holdings ca
any hierarchical “ftp'able” file system. This tool will soon be made available to participa
GSAC’s.

Once the database is populated and tested, the implementation of a first generation us
face to access the data will begin. SOPAC has internally tested its own mini version of the 
less Archive, using ftp archive interrogation. The information regarding a remote arch

Figure 3-4. Megabytes Transferred from SOPAC by U.S.
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holdings is stored daily and used to perform quality control. This procedure will be abandoned as
the Seamless Archive passes its test phases.

3.3.7 GIS/RDBMS Integration

SOPAC is exploring GIS integration on top of our Oracle8 ORDBMS. Much of our data is
spatially queried and viewed, the convergence of these software packages seems inevitable.

Using ESRI’s SDB Engine (Spatial Database Engine) we can use our existing Or
ORDBMS to manage the spatial data and merge it with over 1.5GB of metadata describi
operations. This will centralize data management and increase the usability of our data set

3.3.8  Equipment Purchased

The following hardware/software have been purchased (since May 1996) to support arc
activities at SOPAC. The first item was partly funded by the NSF UNAVCO grant. All other it
were funded through the SCIGN project but are of benefit to UNAVCO users.

Storage Media: 600FX HP Magneto Optical Jukebox; Upgraded HP Maintenance; A
Daisy Chain software; 88 GB Single Attached RAID (Andataco); 3 9GB Hard Drives w/en
sure; software/hardware maintenance on Alphatronix Jukeboxes; Misc. equipment--pl
tapes, internal disk drives DLT Drive 16 9 GB Drives (in 2 enclosures).

Data Base Software: Oracle DataBase Suite; Oracle WebServer; Oracle DB Server 
Oracle Developer/2000; Oracle DBA Training; Initial 2 Year Maintenance; DB Architect; 
Development tools from PowerSoft Computers/Systems Equipment: 4 Sun Ultra Sparc 2
stations; 3 4GB Hard Drives w/enclosure; Veritas FileSystem suite/Firstwatch High Availa
Software; 3 Personal Computers (for data downloading/software development); 3 Uninterru
Power Supplies.

3.3.9 Contact Information

To learn more about SIO’s archiving facilities please contact:

Jeff Dean or Chris Roelle

Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics

Scripps Institution of Oceanography

8602 La Jolla Shores Drive

La Jolla, CA 92037

Phone: (619) 534-7692

FAX:   (619) 534-9873

E-mail: jdean@ucsd.edu, cr@ucsd.edu

WWW: http://lox.ucsd.edu
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4.0 Consolidated Budget Request

The consolidated budget request for UNAVCO for FY99 is shown in Table 4-1 along with the
actual expenditures for FY98. This budget is simply a compilation of the individual budgets pre-
sented in sections 1.0 and 2.0 of this report and as such will not be discussed in detail. The pri-
mary changes in the FY99 budget request from the FY98 budget are summarized below.

1. A 10% or $150,000 increase is requested in accordance with discussions between Dan
Weill, Russ Kelz, Seth Stein, Wayne Shiver and Jim Davis on August 21, 1998. This
brings the total request to $1,650,000. This requested increase will permit funding for:

a. The Scientific Director through a twelve month subcontract to Northwestern Univer-
sity for $182,316. This was made possible by combining funds held in reserve in FY98
for the Scientific Director with un-spent FY98 funds, plus FY99 funds. Full annual
funding in a similar amount for this position will have to be found in FY2000, includ-
ing some NASA cost share.

b. A new position for permanent station data management in the Data Management and
Archiving Group of the UNAVCO Facility. This position will support getting data
from the 80+ NSF-funded permanent stations into the data archive. This is considered
the greatest un-met need by both the Facility and Steering Committee. The community
risks the loss of valuable continuous station data for future research applications if
more resources are not made available for this effort. This position is described in Sec-
tion 2.2.8 of the report.

c. A significant increase in community outreach activities including a booth at the fall
AGU Meeting, meetings of the Steering Committee and Working Groups, a science-
based brochure and poster, funding for the Annual Community Meeting focused on
GPS-based research, and several workshops including a joint NSF/NASA/USGS
Workshop on Volcano Monitoring, a joint UNAVCO/SCEC Workshop on GPS Data
and Technology Development Issues, and a UNAVCO proposal workshop to bring
community input into the proposal development process.

2. Eliminates data archiving work at the University of Miami and University of Texas, Aus-
tin. The distributed approach to data archiving support was not found to be as effective as
consolidating efforts under a principal group. The UNAVCO Facility will continue efforts
to recover pre-1992 GPS data within available funding.

3. The most significant variance for FY98 was a $78,094 over expenditure for Scientific
Director/Outreach ($209,123 actual vs. $131,029 budgeted). This represents the reappor-
tionment of all anticipated un-spent FY98 funds including the archive subcontracts to sup-
port the Scientific Director position.

4. Work performed by the Facility Manager, Administrator, and Administrative Assistant in
support of community activities such as meetings, workshops, reports and proposals are
now more accurately reflected in the community support budget. This is estimated at 20%
of the Facility Manager and Administrator’s time and 35% of the Administrative As
tant’s time, which is conservative for FY99 given the anticipated demands of a comm
reorganization and proposal writing process.

5. Web administration which was included under the Data Acquisition Group in FY98
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been reapportioned to community support (20%), DAG (10%), DMAG (20%), and man-
agement and operations (10%) in accordance with the actual demands on that position for
support to those groups. This more accurately reflects the work load and tasks performed
by the Web Administrator.

The major shift in the budget between FY98 and FY99 is the significant increase in commu-
nity activities from 9% of the total budget in 1998 to 18% in 1999. This responds to past recom-
mendations of the EAR-I&F Panel that community-wide activities are critical and must be
supported. The extra $150,000 tentatively offered by NSF-EAR pending appropriate justification
in this report will help tremendously in meeting the need for greater community involvement and
participation in UNAVCO activities.
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Table 4-1: Total UNAVCO NSF Budget
NSF - UNAVCO Support Budget FY98 FY99

FTE Projected Expend. FTE
Budg. Budgeted (thru 11/15/98) Budg. Budgeted

Salaries
Commuity Activities/Scientific Director 0.60 41,654                 5,230                   0.90 41,895                   
Data Acquisition Group 6.65 284,335               265,626               6.40 268,085                 
Data Management Group 4.25 176,498               148,950               5.45 246,440                 
Management and Operations 2.40 129,425               128,209               2.20 94,971                   

Total Salaries  13.90 631,912               548,015               14.95 651,391                 

Benefit Rate (FY98=47.3% staff, 9.5% students,
FY99=49.3% staff, 10.6% students)
Commuity Activities/Scientific Director 19,911                 2,500                   20,654                   
Data Acquisition Group 135,912               126,969               130,355                 
Data Management Group 84,366                 71,198                 111,433                 
Management and Operations 61,865                 61,284                 43,903                   

Total Benefit Rate  302,054               261,951               306,345                 

Materials and Supplies
Commuity Activities/Scientific Director 2,700                   7,003                   8,261                    
Data Acquisition Group 16,800                 20,456                 23,300                   
Data Management Group 10,250                 14,526                 8,350                    
Management and Operations 13,100                 11,352                 11,200                   

Total Materials and Supplies  42,850                 53,337                 51,111                   

Purchased Services
Commuity Activities/Scientific Director 3,300                   131,900               68,600                   
Data Acquisition Group 31,912                 33,300                 34,912                   
Data Management Group 27,500                 41,106                 27,300                   
Management and Operations 25,656                 19,196                 21,300                   

Total Purchased Services  88,368                 225,502               152,112                 

Travel
Commuity Activities/Scientific Director 5,100                   2,907                   20,100                   
Data Acquisition Group 3,600                   3,765                   5,600                    
Data Management Group 2,100                   2,996                   4,100                    
Management and Operations 5,850                   10,336                 7,750                    

Total Travel  16,650                 20,004                 37,550                   

Travel - Participant Support Costs
Commuity Activities/Scientific Director 37,000                 44,994                 91,546                   
Data Acquisition Group 0 0 0
Data Management Group 0 0 0
Management and Operations 0 0 0

Total Participant Support Costs  37,000                 44,994                 91,546                   

Equipment
Commuity Activities/Scientific Director 0 0 5,200                    
Data Acquisition Group 0 0 5,100                    
Data Management Group 0 0 15,300                   
Management and Operations 0 17,700                 12,500                   

Total Equipment  0 17,700                 38,100                   

Total Direct Costs  1,118,833            1,171,502            1,328,154              

Indirect Rate (FY98=29.4%, FY99=27.6%)
Commuity Activities/Scientific Director 21,364                 14,589                 35,082                   
Data Acquisition Group 138,932               132,334               127,581                 
Data Management Group 88,410                 81,960                 109,744                 
Management and Operations 69,354                 67,731                 49,438                   

Total Indirect Rate  318,060               296,614               321,845                 

TOTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS  1,436,893            1,468,116            1,650,000              

Subcontracts
Subcontract to University of Miami 24,385                 1,095                   0
Subcontract to University of Texas at Austin 24,384                 22,570                 0
Overhead 14,338                 6,957                   0

Total  Subcontracts  63,107                 30,622                 0

TOTAL TO UCAR  13.90 1,500,000            1,498,739            14.95 1,650,000              
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Appendix B. Response to 1997 NSF Panel Comments

In evaluating the 1997 annual report, the EAR-I&F Panel made several useful recommenda-
tions which have been addressed as follows:

1. The Facility was asked to accelerate progress in data archiving and development of the seam-
less archive. To do so, we have added additional staff to identify and archive outstanding cam-
paign data. Data from 43 campaigns were entered into the archive in 1998 and data from 50+ 
NSF-supported permanent stations flow directly into the Boulder archive. A list of archived 
and outstanding data is in Appendix D. The UNAVCO Facility hosted a Seamless Archive 
Workshop in November 1997 with participation from ten global and regional archive centers 
which has lead to the implementation of a prototype seamless interface between the Boulder, 
SCEC and CDDIS archives. The Workshop is described at http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/com-
munity/events/meetings/. Additional details on archive activities are contained in Section 2.2.

2. The UNAVCO Steering Committee was asked to develop and implement a UNAVCO data 
archiving policy. In response, the UNAVCO Steering Committee presented a draft data policy 
to the community at the fall 1997 AGU Meeting and adopted a revised policy in March 1998 
after extensive community discussion. The data archive policy can be found at http://
www.unavco. ucar.edu/data/ data_policy.html. This policy is now cited in NSF-EAR award 
letters to GPS investigators.

3. The Panel requested further justification of the Facility’s method of accounting for FTE’s
the Data Acquisition Group (field engineers and technicians). This issue is complex: the
for field engineer support to NSF-EAR-funded investigations depends on the number o
grants awarded for projects needing technical support in a given year. The Facility had 
Field engineers in FY98, of whom 2.0 were funded by NSF-EAR. Most NSF projects are
ported in the summer months due to academic schedules. Our mix of NSF and NASA-fu
projects allows such “peak” season support, and the engineers undertake other training
development support work while not in the field. In FY98, over two person years of in-fi
support (Table C-2 and Table C-3 in Appendix C) were provided to NSF-funded project
had been projected in the FY97 report. The need for 2.0 FTE Technicians funded by NS
based primarily on the current size of the NSF-supported equipment pool and the histor
average time of equipment in the field and number of projects. Current staff levels are c
tent with the historical level of NSF-EAR and community projects supported. We hope t
develop better joint planning with NSF to anticipate future needs.

4. The Panel asked for clarification of the role of R. Ware, then UNAVCO/UCAR Director, 
a-vis the solid Earth - Geophysics - Geodesy communities. This situation resulted from 
fact that UNAVCO is a community largely of solid Earth scientists, whereas the role of G
in the atmospheric sciences has been growing. To ensure this growth did not conflict w
UNAVCO Facility’s role in supporting solid Earth sciences, the UCAR Program of which
UNAVCO Facility is a part has been renamed the UCAR GPS Science and Technology
gram (GST), since its activities range across solid Earth, atmospheric, and space scien
applications. GST Director, R. Ware, has overall responsibility for UCAR’s GPS research
technology development program and presently receives 5% of his funding support from
UNAVCO Facility NSF budget in partial support for his management responsibilities rela
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to operation of the Facility as a UCAR activity. The UNAVCO Steering Committee has 
appointed S. Stein as Scientific Director, focusing on UNAVCO’s solid Earth GPS resea
Funding for the Scientific Director was drawn from the FY98 Facility budget and is inclu
in the FY99 budget request.

5. The Panel recommended UNAVCO reinstitute its Annual Community Meeting focusing 
science applications, technology developments and policy issues. A successful Annual
ing was conducted in May 1998 in Boulder, Colorado. The meeting is described at http:
www.unavco.ucar.edu/community/events/meetings/. The meeting focused on mature G
research work and highlighted significant new future applications. As noted below, three
ence and one technology working groups were formed, to help establish the priorities fo
future work. A UNAVCO business meeting was also conducted, focused on the consort
reorganization.

6. The Panel regretted the absence of Steering Committee and Working Group activities. 
UNAVCO Steering Committee met five times since the last NSF Panel review, primarily
addressing the UNAVCO reorganization and Scientific Director search process. Four wo
groups have been formed, dealing with Tectonics, Volcano Monitoring, Atmospheric Sc
ences, and one focused on broader GPS Technology issues. Initial reports from these g
can be found at http://www.unavco.ucar.edu/science_tech/. The UNAVCO Facility is sup
ing these groups for meetings, workshops, web development, setting up on-line e-mail 
forums, and technical support as required.
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Appendix C. Project Support Tables

Table C-1: Agent Projects Using NSF Pool Resources in FY98

Project/Location PI
Receivers and 
Ancillary Equipment

Ship Date
Project Funding 
Source

RUSEG-97/98 D. Simpson 3 choke ring antennas 10/17/97-11/17/97 NSF-EAR-IF 

Tien Shan 
Kyrgystan

B. Hager 2 SSE systems 10/31/97-long term 
loan

NSF-EAR-CD

Jalisco-97/98 C. DeMets 2 WI systems
5 solar panel sets

10/31/97-4/1/98 NSF-EAR-PH

Northern Basin and 
Range

B. Wernicke 15 SSE/i systems 11/19/97-11/26/97 NSF-EAR-CD

North Andes J. Kellogg 6 SSE systems 1/2/98-3/15/98 NSF-EAR-PH

Northern Gulf of Mexico R. Dokka 4 SSI systems
6 solar panel sets

1/30/98 - 5/1/98 NSF-EAR-TE

Ashtech Time Test J. Levine 2 Ashtech systems 2/11/98 - 2/28/98 Community Sup-

porta

Little Rock C. Sumpter 4 SSI systems 2/27/98 - 3/16/98 Community Support

SrgA/GPS Experiment J. Davis 4 SSE systems 3/6/98 - 3/30/98  NSF-NRAO
Community Support

New Mexico 
3 coordinated projects

B. Allen

P. Bauer
P. Johnson

2 SSE systems 3/23/98 - 5/1/98 NSF-EAR-Geology 
& Paleontology
Community Support
Community Support

Nepal R. Bilham
J. Freymueller

4 SSE systems 4/15/98 - long term
loan

NSF-EAR-PH

Peatland Bogs P. Glaser 6 SSE systems 5/1/98 - 7/1/98 NSF-DEB-Ecosys-
tem Studies

Wabash Valley M. Hamburger 2 SSE systems 7/15/98 - 8/7/98 Community Support

GPS Calibration Sys-
tem

J. Davis  2 Ashtech systems, 
1 PC, 4 splitters

4/17/98 - 8/30/98 NSF-EAR-IF

New Guinea E. Silver 10 solar panel sets 5/24/98 - 6/30/98 NSF-EAR-PH

Tien Shan
Russia

B. Hager 2 MIT systems 5/15/98 - long term 
deployment

NSF-EAR-CD

Tien Shan
China

B. Hager 5 choke ring antennas 6/15/98 - 8/15/98 NSF-EAR-CD

St. Elias R. Bruhn 2 4800 receiversb 6/23/98 - 7/3/98 NSF-EAR-TE

Aleutian Islands J. Oldow 3 SSE/I systems 6/24/98 - 8/31/98 NSF-EAR-TE

University of Colorado C. Jones 1 RTCM SSE system Thursdays, Sep. Community Support
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Kenai Peninsula J. Freymueller 2 SSE systems 9/21/98 - 10/15/98 NSF-EAR-PH

Baja California T. Dixon 7 SSE systems Oct-Nov NSF-EAR-TE

a. Community Support means that funding is from a source other than NSF.
b. UNAVCO has brokered a receiver sharing with the Boston Museum, which makes these new receivers 

available to the community on a loan basis.

Table C-2: Campaigns Supported for FY98 with Field Engineer

Project/
Location

P.I.
Engineer
Travel Dates

Engineering 
effort / 
Equipment 
effort
(staff 
weeks)

No. 
of 
Rxs

Ship Date
NSF Project 
Funding 
Source

Philippine
Volcano

M.
Hamburger

5/20/98-6/23/98 14.0 / 4.0
includes CS

5 4/24/98-7/14/98a

a. Due to re-exportation problems, return of the GPS receivers was delayed for nearly a month.

EAR-Petrology
&
Geochemistry

Guererro 
Coast

K. Larson 9/7/98-9/25/98 
(recon)
10/8/98-11/8/98

9.0 / 3.5 5b

b. UNAVCO is prepping university-owned receivers in support of this project, as no pool receivers are
available.

10/2/98-11/18/98 EAR-PH

Eastern
Mediterranean

R. Reilinger 8/19/98-10/9/98 16.0 / 8.25 20 8/3/98-10/30/98 EAR- PH

Table C-3: Continuous Station Installation and Upgrades Supported In-field in FY98

Project/Location PI
Field Engineer 
Travel Dates

Field 
Engineering 
effort / 
Equipment
effort
(staff weeks)

No. of Stations
(Recon (R) 
Installation (I)
Maintenance 
(M))

NSF Project 
Funding
Source

SCIGN Network Y. Bock 9/8/97-12/1/97 12.0 ~25 EAR-IF

Northern Basin
and Range

B. Wernicke FY 98 - 5 trips 9.0 / 3.0 18 (M) EAR-CD and IF

Philippine Volcano M.
Hamburger

5/20/98-6/23/98 14.0 / 4.0
includes
campaign

3 (I) EAR-Petrology 
& Geochemistry

Nepal R. Bilham 3/28/98-5/28/98
(4wk)

4.0 / 0 4 (M) EAR-PH

Table C-1: Agent Projects Using NSF Pool Resources in FY98

Project/Location PI
Receivers and 
Ancillary Equipment

Ship Date
Project Funding 
Source
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Pacific Northwest
Geodetic Array
(PANGA)

M. Miller 7/19/98-7/28/98
1.5 wk. Sept.

8.5 / 0.5 2 (I)
1 (I)

EAR-PH and IF

Yellowstone
Hotspot

R. Smith 3 wk. Sep-Oct 6.0 / 3.0 3 (I) EAR-CD

Northern Gulf of
Mexico

R. Dokka 2 wk. Oct-Nov 2.0 / 0.0 5 (I) EAR-PH

Jalisco Block C. Demets 2 wk. October 6.0 / 1.0 1 (I) EAR-PH

Table C-4: Project planning support for projects not fielded: continuous stations (CS), 
campaign (CP), agent projects (AP), long term loan of equipment (LL)

Project/Location PI Status
Resource 
Requested

Funding Source

Penguin U. Inan request withdrawn 2 SST (LL) NSF-Polar
9529177

Caribbean G. Mattioli not supported 5 (CS) NSF-EAR
ARI, Community Support

New Mexico S. Nerem withdrawn 1 (CS) ARI, Community Support

Florida D. Naar postponed due to 
schedule conflicts

3 (CS) ARI, Community Support

Table C-5: Long Term Loan of UNAVCO Pool Receivers

Project/Location PI
Trimble 4000 
SSE

Ship Date
Funding 
Source

Indonesia Y. Bock 1 8/10/95 NSF-EAR

Central Asia-Kyrgystan B. Hager 2
2

5/15/97
10/31/97

NSF-EAR-CD

Nepal R. Bilham 4 4/15/98 NSF-EAR-PH

Philippine Volcanoes M. Hamburger 3 5/20/98 NSF-EAR-
Petrology & 
Geochemistry

Table C-3: Continuous Station Installation and Upgrades Supported In-field in FY98

Project/Location PI
Field Engineer 
Travel Dates

Field 
Engineering 
effort / 
Equipment
effort
(staff weeks)

No. of Stations
(Recon (R) 
Installation (I)
Maintenance 
(M))

NSF Project 
Funding
Source
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Note: Current Trimble credit for UNAVCO is $675. Maintenance contract signed January 1, 1998.

Table C-6: Receiver Support and Repair

University/Institution Date
Rx. 
Repair

Rx. 
Upgrade

Ant. 
Repair

Comment
Credit
($)

California Institute of Tech. 4/22/98 3 Memory upgrade

UNAVCO Pool 5/15/98 2 Processor Board

UCAR/ATD 5/25/98 1 Case

Stanford University 6/9/98 1 LNA

University of Colorado 6/12/98 1 Remote download 
installation

University of South Carolina 6/18/98 3 Boot software upgrade

Polar Program / ASA 6/18/98 2 Boot software upgrade

UCAR/ATD 7/1/98 1 Filter Board 225

University of Alaska 7/8/98 1 Processor Board 225

University of Alaska 7/29/98 1 Filter Board 225
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FUTURE SUPPORT

Table C-7: NSF-EAR Direct Field Project Support Projection for FY99

Project/Location PI
Estimated 
Field Dates

Planned field 
engineering effort/
Equipment effort
(staff weeks)

NSF-EAR Program
Grant/Proposal Number

Costa Rica/
Nicaragua

J. Stock Jan-Feb 
campaign & contin-
uous station instal-
lation (2)

12.0/3.5 EAR-PH
submitted June 1998

Northern Basin
and Range

B. Wernicke 1999 - continuous 
station mainte-
nance

19.2/0 EAR-CD 9725766

Yellowstone 
Hotspot

R. Smith 1999 - continuous 
station mainte-
nance

1.0/0 EAR-CD-9725431

Philippine Volcano M. Hamburger 1999 - continuous 
station mainte-
nance

2.0/0 EAR-Petrology
& Geochemistry
9726024

Table C-8: NSF-EAR Agent Project Support for FY99

Project PI
Estimated
Field Dates

Equipment 
effort
(staff weeks)

NSF-EAR Program
Grant/Proposal Number

CANAPE C. DeMets 1 Jan - 1 Mar  1.5 EAR-PH-9805234

Ecuador Earthquake J. Kellogg 15 Jan - 1 Mar 2.0 EAR-PH-pending

Northern Basin and 
Range

B. Wernicke two campaigns/ 
yr. 

12.0 EAR-CD-9725766

Northern Gulf of Mex-
ico

R. Dokka 1 Feb - 1 April 2 EAR-TE-9725330

India-Eurasian Plate 
Collision Zone/Tibet

J. Freymueller May 2.0 EAR-PH-9725563

Cascadia R. McCaffrey Aug 3.5 EAR-PH
submitted June 1998
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Table C-9: Other than EAR Support for FY99

Project PI
Estimated
Field Dates

Planned field 
engineering effort/
Equipment effort
(staff weeks)

NSF Program
Grant Number/Date of Proposal
or Funding Source

Antarctica NSF Oct.98- Feb 99 65 / 8.0 Separate Facility funds from OPP

INDOEX J. Fein 1 Jan - 1 Apr 
99

0.0 / 1.5 NSF-ATM

Seafloor
Geodesy

F. Spiess
J. Hildebrand
C. Chadwell

May 1999 0 / 3.0 OCE-Marine Geology and Geophysics 
9730870

Southern
Basin and
Range

B. Wernicke Fall, 1998 - 
1999

12.0/2.0 Separate Facility funds from DOE/
Caltech
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Appendix D. Data Archive Tables

Table D-1: Archived in FY98

ID PROJECT NAME                               PI YR STATUS

Planned for archiving in FY 1998

G1567 Antarctica Support 1997/1998       Bell/Blankenship 1997 archived                 

G1282 Central Asia 1994                  Hamburger/Hager/Molnar/
Reilinger

1994 archived                 

G1462 Jalisco Block 1996 DeMets/Stock 1996 archived      

G1439 Loma Prieta 1989 02 (Feb)          Segall 1989 archived                 

G1442 Loma Prieta 1990 01 (Jan)          Segall 1990 archived                 

G1444 Loma Prieta 1990 03 (Mar)          Segall 1990 archived                 

G1446 Loma Prieta 1990 09 (Sep)          Segall 1990 archived                 

G1448 Loma Prieta 1991                   Segall 1991 archived                 

G1453 Loma Prieta 1992                   Segall 1992 archived                 

G1457 Loma Prieta 1994                   Segall 1994 archived                 

G1592 Mediterranean 1997                 Burchfiel/Royden/King/
Reilinger

1997 archived                 

G1622 Northern California 1991           Segall 1991 archived                 

G1624 Northern California 1992           Segall 1992 archived                 

G1455 Northern California 1993           Segall 1993 archived                 

G1626 Northern California 1994           Segall 1994 archived                 

G1167 Philippine Sea Plate 1992          Beavan/Davis/Roecker 1992 archived                 

G1336 Platteville 1994                   Meertens 1994 archived                 

G1587 Wabash Valley 1997                 Hamburger 1997 archived                 

Total planned/archived in FY98 18

Added during FY98

G1008 New England Reilinger/Strange 1986 archived

G1574 Irian Jaya McCaffrey 1996 archived

G1602 Central Asia 1996 Hager/Hamburger/Molnar/
Reilinger

1996 archived

G1514 Kilauea 1994 Segall 1994 archived

G1576 Alaska-SCAT 1997                   Sauber 1997 archived

G1631 Arenal Volcano 1997 Schwartz 1997 archived
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G1468 Baja 94/95                         Dixon 1994 archived

G1253 CAP                                Bevis/Smalley 1994 archived

G1437 CASA 1996                          Dixon/Kellogg 1996 archived

G1565 Central Asia 1997                  Hager 1997 archived

G1572 E. Africa/Rift Valley Ethiopia/Uganda 
1997

Bilham 1997 archived

G1644 E. Africa/Rift Valley Ethiopia/Uganda 
1998

Bilham 1998 archived

G1189 Ethiopia 1992 10 (Oct/Nov)         Bilham 1992 archived

G1635 Kilauea 1995                       Segall 1995 archived

G1637 Kilauea 1996                       Segall 1996 archived

G1639 Kilauea 1997                       Segall 1997 archived

G1628 Loma Prieta 1993                   Segall 1993 archived

G1578 Mojave 1996                        Miller 1996 archived

G1589 New Madrid 1997                    Engeln 1997 archived

G1615 Rabat Tie                          Reilinger 1998 archived

G1600 Snake River Plain                  Strange 1990 archived

G1598 Southern California-Salton Trough Reilinger 1986 archived

G1619 Venezuela                          Bilham 1998 archived

G1169 Wasatch Fault 1992                 Meertens/Smith 1992 archived

G1338 Wasatch Fault 1994                 Meertens/Smith 1994 archived

Total added/archived in FY98 25

Total Campaigns Archived FY98 43

Table D-2: Targeted FY99

ID PROJECT NAME PI YR STATUS

G1657 Aleutian Islands                        Oldow 1998 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

G1666 Altyn Tagh 1998 Bilham 1998 new
logs in; data in

T1583 Altyn Tagh 1997 - Unless SC approves exception            McNutt 1997 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

Table D-1: Archived in FY98

ID PROJECT NAME                               PI YR STATUS
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T1309 Antarctica 1998/1999 Polar 
Program

1998 new
no logs; no data

T1260 Arenal Volcano                          Schwartz 1998 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

G1451 Basin and Range 1997                   Wernicke 1997 new
no logs; no data

T1286 Calaveras 1996                          Burg-
mann

1996 new
no logs; data in

T1287 Calaveras 1997                          Burg-
mann

1997 new
no logs; data in

T1330 CANAPE DeMets 1999 new
no logs; no data

G1028 CASA 1988                               Dixon/
Kellogg

1988 from FY98 list
no logs; data in

T1282 CASA 1998                               Kellogg 1998 new
no logs; no data

T1331 Cascadia McCaf-
frey

1999 new
no logs; no data

G1662 Central Asia 1998                       Hager 1998 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

T1290 East Africa 1997 Dixon/
Sella

1997 new
no logs; no data

G1653 Eastern Mediterranean                   Reilinger 1998 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

T1310 Guerrero Coast 1999                     Larson 1998 new
no logs; no data

T1289 Gulf of Mexico 1998                     Dixon/
Sella

1998 new
no logs; data in

T1314 Haystack High Accuracy Test 1998        Davis 1998 new
no logs; no data

G1002 Iceland/Canada 1986                     Bilham 1986 from FY98 list
no logs; data in

T1332 INDOEX Fein 1999 new
no logs; no data

G1655 Indonesia                               Bock 1997 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

T1250 Interior Alaska                         Freymul-
ler

1997 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

T1247 Jalisco Block                           DeMets 1997 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

Table D-2: Targeted FY99

ID PROJECT NAME PI YR STATUS
D-3



T1328 Kenai Peninsula Freymuel
ler

1998 new
no logs; no data

T1283 Loma Prieta 1995                        Burg-
mann

1995 new
no logs; data in

T1284 Loma Prieta 1996                        Burg-
mann

1996 new
no logs; data in

T1285 Loma Prieta 1997                        Burg-
mann

1997 new
no logs; data in

T1258 Low Elevation Antenna Tests             Albers 1997 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

T1288 Medicine Lake 1996                      Burg-
mann

1996 new
no logs; data in

T1244 Montserrat                              Mattioli 1996-98 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

G1648 Nepal 1998                              Bilham 1998 new
logs in; data in

T1251 New Guinea                            Silver 1997 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

T1327 New Mexico Allen 1998 new
no logs; no data

T1333 North Andes Kellogg 1998 new
no logs; no data

T1316 Northern Basin and Range 1999           Wernicke 1998 new
no logs; no data

T1156 Peatland Bogs 1997                         Glaser 1997 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

T1307 Peatland Bogs 1999                      Glaser 1998 new
no logs; no data

G1099 Philippine Sea Plate 1990               Beavan/
Davis/
Roecker

1990 from FY98 list
no logs; data in

G1145 Philippine Sea Plate 1991               Beavan/
Davis/
Roecker

1991 from FY98 list
no logs; data in

G1271 Philippine Sea Plate 1994               Beavan/
Scholz/
Davis/
Roecker

1994 from FY98 list
no logs; data in

G1664 Philippines                             Ham-
burger

1998 from FY98 list
logs in; data in

Table D-2: Targeted FY99
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T1325 RUSEG-97/98 Simpson 1997/98 new
no logs; no data

T1336 Seafloor Geodesy Spiess/
Hilde-
brand/
Chadwell

1998 new
no logs; no data

G1013 Southern California 1987 01 (Jan) King/
Agnew/
Hager/
Jackson

1987 from FY98 list
logs in; data in

G1033 Southwest Pacific 1988                  Bevis/
Taylor/
Ware

1988 from FY98 list
logs in; data in

T1334 SrgA/GPS Experiment Davis 1998 new
no logs; no data

T1313 St. Elias 1998                          Bruhn 1998 new
no logs; no data

T1308 Tibet 1999                              Freymuel
ler

1998 new
no logs; no data

G1659 Wabash Valley                           Ham-
burger

1998 new
no logs; no data

T1259 White/Inyo Range                        Tikoff 1997 from FY98 list
no logs; no data

Total to be archived in FY99 50

Table D-3: Outstanding Projects

ID
PROJECT 
NAME

PIs YR
# CON-
TACTS

LAST 
CONTACT 
DATE

WHO CON-
TACTED

STATUS

G1008 New England Reilinger/
Strange

1986 archived

G1574 Irian Jaya Nabelek/
McCaffrey

1996 archived

G1514 Kilauea 1994 Segall 1994 archived

G1042 Southern Cali-
fornia 1988

Agnew/Hager/
Jackson/King

1988 archived at 
SCEC

G1011 Southern Cali-
fornia 1986           

Agnew/Dixon/
Hager

1986 archived at 
SCEC
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G1022 Southern Cali-
fornia 1987 09 
(Sep) 

Agnew/Hager/
Jackson/King 

1987  archived at 
SCEC 

G1046 Southern Cali-
fornia 1989           

Agnew/Hager/
Jackson/King 

1989 archived at 
SCEC 

G1307 Southern Cali-
fornia #20            

Agnew/Hager/
Jackson/King

1991  archived at 
SCEC

G1123 Santa Barbara 
Channel

Larson/Webb 1991 archived at 
SCEC

G1031 Imperial Val-
ley/Salton 
Trough 88

Beavan/
Reilinger/
Strange

1988 archived at 
SCEC

G1198 Greenland 1992 dropped: no 
address for PI

G1273 Gravity 1994 dropped: no 
address for PI

T1023 Fennoscandia 1995 dropped: no 
GPS data

G1268 Lake Lahontan 1994 dropped: no 
project com-
pleted

G1172 Alaska Echelmeyer 1993 logs in; data in

G1048 GEOMEX 
1989

Dauphin/
Dixon/Ness

1989 logs in; data in

G1073 Parkfield 1989                     Jackson                  1989 3 1998-01-27 Wendt     no logs; data 
in              

G1512 Kilauea 1993                       Segall                   1993 2 1997-09-23 Segall    logs in; no 
data              

G1507 Kilauea 1990                       Segall                   1990 2 1997-09-23 Segall    logs in; no 
data              

G1509 Kilauea 1992 
03 (Mar)              

Segall                   1992 2 1997-09-23 Segall    logs in; no 
data              

G1183 Yucca Valley 
Earthquake

Hudnut 1992 1 1997-09-30 Hudnut no logs; no 
data

T1016 Papua New 
Guinea                   

Silver                   1993 2 1998-01-27 Stevens   no logs; no 
data

T1017 Eastern Indo-
nesia                  

Silver                   1993 2 1998-01-27 Stevens   no logs; no 
data
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G1516 Geysers-A 
Aug                      

Segall                   1994 1 1997-09-23 Segall    no logs; no 
data

G1518 Geysers-B 
Sep                      

Segall                   1994 1 1997-09-23 Segall    no logs; no 
data

G1521 Geysers                            Segall                   1995 1 1997-09-23 Segall    no logs; no 
data

T1021 Taiwan                             Wiltschko                1996 1 1997-09-19 Wiltschko no logs; no 
data

G1158 Yemen                              Feigl/Molnar             1991 1 1997-09-30 Molnar    no logs; no 
data

G1024 Imperial Valley                    Beavan/
Reilinger/
Strange 

1987 2 1998-01-09 Spofford no logs; no 
data

G1057 Indonesia 
(APEX)                   

Bock                     1989 2 1998-01-09 Prawirodirdjo no logs; no 
data

G1066 Loma Prieta 
Emergency              

Prescott                 1989 1 1997-09-23 Segall    no logs; no 
data

G1075 Southern Cali-
fornia                

Hudnut                   1989 1 1997-07-31 McClusky no logs; no 
data

G1084 Southern Cali-
fornia/LA             

Agnew/Hager/
Jackson/King 

1990 2 1997-07-31 McClusky no logs; no 
data

G1103 Indonesia 
(APEX)                   

Bock                     1990 2 1998-01-09 Prawirodirdjo no logs; no 
data

G1105 Ethiopia/Rep. 
of Djibouti/
Yemen    

Bilham/Feigl/
Molnar      

1990 1 1997-08-08 Larson    no logs; no 
data

G1112 Iceland/Hekla 
1991                 

Bilham                   1991 1 1997-08-08 Larson    no logs; no 
data

G1125 Indonesia                          Bock                     1991 2 1998-01-09 Prawirodirdjo no logs; no 
data

G1127 Mediterra-
nean 1991                 

Hamburger/
Reilinger      

1991 2 1998-01-13 Reilinger no logs; no 
data

G1318 Costa Rica                         unknown                  1992 0                     searching for 
PI (Lundgren?)

G1323 Kilauea 1992 
01 (Jan)              

Segall                   1992 1 1998-09-23 Segall    no logs; no 
data

G1185 India                              Bilham                   1992 1 1997-08-08 Larson    no logs; no 
data
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T1040 Eastern Indo-
nesia                  

Silver                   1992 2 1998-01-27 Stevens   no logs; no 
data

G1259 Northridge 
Emergency               

Hager/King               1994 1 1997-09-30 Hager     no logs; no 
data

T1044 Eastern Indo-
nesia                  

Silver/Harder            1994 2 1998-01-27 Stevens   no logs; no 
data

T1045 Markham Val-
ley, PNG 
Earthquake     

Silver                   1994 2 1998-01-27 Stevens   no logs; no 
data

T1048 Western Great 
Basin                

Oldow                    1995 1 1997-09-30 Oldow     no logs; no 
data

T1049 Biak Earth-
quake                    

Silver                   1996 2 1998-01-27 Stevens   no logs; no 
data

T1050 Papua New 
Guinea                   

Silver                   1997 2 1998-01-27 Stevens   added FY98 
no logs; no 
data

Outstanding beginning FY98 50

Added FY98 1

Archived, secured, or dropped FY 98 17

Outstanding beginning FY99 34

SEQUESTERED - DATA NOT RELEASED BY HOST COUNTRY

G1152 China 1991                 Burchfiel/King/
Royden                

1991 2 1998-09-22 King secured                 

G1213 China 1993   Burchfiel/King/
Royden           

1993 2 1998-09-22 King secured                 

G1343 China 1994   Burchfiel/King/
Royden    

1994 2 1998-09-22 King secured                 

G1356 China    1995                        Burchfiel/King/
Royden    

1995 2 1998-09-22 King secured                 

T1057 China   1996                         Burchfiel/King/
Royden    

1996 2 1998-09-22 King secured                

T1058 China     1997                       Burchfiel/King/
Royden    

1997 2 1998-09-22 King secured                 

T1160 China 1998 Burchfiel/King/
Royden

1998 2 1998-09-22 King added FY98 
secured

G1037 Turkey                             Reilinger/Roy-
den/King    

1988 2 1998-01-13 Reilinger secured              

G1097 Turkey                             Reilinger                1990 2 1998-01-13 Reilinger secured            
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G1136 Turkey                             Reilinger                1991 2 1998-01-13 Reilinger secured              

T1041 Turkey 1993                        Reilinger                1993 2 1998-01-13 Reilinger secured

T1046 Turkey 1995                        Reilinger                1995 2 1998-01-13 Reilinger secured

T1047 Turkey 1996                        Reilinger                1996 2 1998-01-13 Reilinger secured

T1063 Turkey 1997                        Reilinger                1997 2 1998-01-15 Reilinger secured                 

T1317 Siberia Hydrol-
ogy

Hinzmann 1998 added FY98 
secured

TOTAL 15

Table D-4: Status of Permanent Station Data Archived on Behalf of NSF

ID
Network 
Name

Stations 
installed 
(planned for 
FY99)

Station Name (date of 
first data in archive)

Institution Funding

G1617 Alaska  2 CLGO (1998-01-01) 
GRNR (1997-08-29)

U. Alaska NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics
9706318, NSF-ARI

G1369 Arenal  2 AROL (1995-05-07) 
LOLA (1995-05-04)

UCSC, 
U. Miami

NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics 9614687, 
9615561
NASA-SENH

T1305 Caribbean  (5) U. Puerto Rico NSF-EAR-IF
9628553
NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics 9807289

G1594 Central Asia  3 (1) KAZA (1998-02-15) 
PODG (1998-05-21)
SUMK (1998-01-08)

MIT NSF-EAR-Conti-
nental Dynamics
9614302, NSF-
EAR-IF 9708618

T1304 Costa Rica/
Nicaragua

 (2) Cal. Tech NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics
submitted 6/98

G1633 Ethiopia  2 ADD1 (1997-08-01)
REDG (1998-08-01)

U. Colorado NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics 
9706356, NSF-ARI

G1606 Greenland 2 KULU (1996-06-28)
KEL1 

U. Colorado NASA/NOAA
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T1303 Jalisco  1 CRIP U. Wisconsin NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics-9526419

G1608 Mexico  1 CAYA (1997-08-08) U. Colorado unknown

G1394 Montserrat  4 REID (data requested)
WTYD (data requested)
HERM 
BGPK 

U. Puerto Rico NASA-TCESS,
NASA-SENH,
NSF-HRD-MRCE-
9353549, NSF-ARI

G1604 Nepal  5 BIRP (1997-03-11) 
NAGA (1996-12-26)
NAMC (1996-11-29)
NEPA (1997-04-08) 
SIMP (1997-02-25)

U. Colorado NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics-9727652, 
NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics-9725563, 
NSF-ARI

G1479 Northern Basin 
and Range

18 CAST (1997-03-26) 
CEDA (1996-07-14) 
COON (1996-07-13)
EGAN (1997-03-25)
ELKO (1997-10-22) 
FOOT (1997-03-25)
GARL (1996-07-21)
GOSH (1996-07-16)
HEBE (1996-07-12)
LEWI (1997-07-26)
MINE (1997-10-09)
NEWP (1997-10-30)
RUBY (1996-07-18) 
SHIN (1996-07-24) 
SLID (1997-07-24)
SMEL (1997-03-26)
TUNG (1996-07-20)
UPSA (1997-10-30)

CalTech, Har-
vard, SAO

NSF-EAR-Conti-
nental Dynamics-
9418784, 9725766,
NSF-ARI

T1292 Northern Gulf 
of Mexico

 (5) LSU, U. Miami NSF-EAR-Tecton-
ics- 9725330, ARI, 
Community sup-
port

G1611 Oregon  2 CORV (1997-11-20)
NEWP (1997-11-20)

Rensselaer Community Sup-
port, USGS

T1263 PANGA  9 (1) Planned for long-term 
archiving at UNAVCO

U. Washing-
ton, Central 
Washington U.

NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics- 9614365, 
NSF-EAR-IF-
9615640

T1293 Peatland Bogs  3 (monitoring 
ended 1998)

BOGS (data in)
FEN0 (data in)
HATC (data in)

U. Minnesota NSF-DEB-Ecosys-
tem Studies-
9615429

T1291 Peru  1 (1) Mist U. Miami,
Indiana U.

NASA-SENH;
NSF-ARI
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T1272 Philippines 
Volcanoes

 3 KAYT 
PINT 
TVST 

Indiana U. EAR-Petrology & 
Geochemistry-
9726024

T1296 Scotia Arc  U. Hawaii NSF-OPP-Geol-
ogy and Geophys-
ics 9530383

T1306 Southern 
Basin and 
Range

 (30) Caltech
Harvard/SAO

DOE

G1503 Southwest 
Pacific

 3 KOUC
SANC
SUVC

U. Hawaii NSF-EAR-Geo-
physics -9419262
NSF-ARI

G1459 UNAVCO-Plat-
teville

 1 PLMM (1995-06-03) UNAVCO NSF-IF, UNAVCO

G1547 Wasatch/Yel-
lowstone

 6 (4) EOUT
LKWY (1996-10-13)
LMUT (1997-11-15)
NAIU (1997-10-15)
RBUT (1997-02-24) 
SUR1 (1997-02-24)

U. Utah NSF-EAR-Conti-
nental Dynamics-
9725431, USGS
NSF-ARI
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